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Call us at 080 820 002 and we will work with you to 
find the best solution for your company.

*An independent analysis by Umlaut, an independent international consulting and development company, that was carried out between January and June 2020, has 
shown that Telemach operates the best mobile network in terms of user experience. The analysis was carried out using a so-called crowdsourcing methodology that 
reflects the real-life user experience and evaluates the performance of end-user devices within a certain network. The company monitors the quality of voice calls, data 
transfers and application use. Umlaut tested di�erent aspects of the mobile network (broadband internet coverage, transfer rates and network latency). Telemach's 
mobile network was awarded the most points in the final tally of all tested elements to earn the Best in Test certificate. Find out more at https://telemach.si/naj-omrezje.

We have built Slovenia's largest open data 
center in Ljubljana that provides new kinds 
of hybrid services and delivers a flexible, 
cost-e�ective, and secure solution to 
Slovenian and international companies and 
organizations. Telemach operates a solar 
power plant on the roof of its headquarters. 
The power generated by the solar plant 
covers 15-20 percent of the annual energy 
consumption of Telemach's data center.

Telemach provides small, medium-sized, 
and large enterprises with advanced 
business solutions that streamline their 
daily operations and help them achieve 
their business goals. We continually 
invest in new technologies, 
infrastructure, service quality, and 
innovations.

For two years in a row, our e�orts to provide 
our customers with the best services have been 
rewarded by the BEST IN TEST certificate 
awarded by umlaut, an independent research 
company. Their tests have shown that Telemach 
operates the best fixed network and the best 
mobile and fixed broadband networks in terms 
of user experience.
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AbouT THE AdriATiC journAl

This is the strategic Fore-

sight edition of The adri-

atic Journal, a corporate 

brief on geopolitics and 

living in europe’s south-

east region. The brief is the extend-

ed arm of the institute for strategic 

solutions (isr). For readers famil-

iar with isr’s prior publications, our 

subjects will come as no surprise: we 

endeavour to bring the latest news, 

analysis and facts from the region to 

expat and local community in slove-

nia and the Western Balkans as well 

as to those with particular interest in 

this part of the world. 

The adriatic Journal is based in Lju-

bljana, slovenia’s capital, but our fo-

cus includes the politics and living 

in other regional centres of power: 

Zagreb, Belgrade, sarajevo, Pristina, 

skopje and Podgorica. Our expert 

analysis of political and financial 

developments helps our readers 

understand how various aspects 

impact investments as well as every 

day living in southeast europe. 

MeDia ParTner
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This dark landscape is a 
portrait of the current 
economic and political 
situation. These truly 
are precarious times. 
a bridge over a deep 

river has been destroyed. Jagged 
mountains dominate the skyline. 

The gorge has to be 
crossed over, but how? 
Helicopter can be a solution. 
The line of the mountains resem-
bles the fluctuation of the price of 
gold in dollars. The Bretton-Woods 
deal period is the plateau on the 
left, the toothed edge in the mid-
dle is the Volcker shock.

What lies beyond the 
gold standard?
image is enigmatic just as are 
times that we live in. But there, 
just over the mountains, lies the 
shining hope.
The front page illustra-
tion was created by Ciril 
Horjak
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I will not go into the Donald 
Rumsfeld’s framework of 
design thinking of known 

unknowns, but if you are in 
the business of risk, as we at 

ISR are, then uncertainty is the 
word for any work day. Amid 
the unknowns that last year 

brought upon all of us, rare are 
those who cannot concur that 
only uncertainty is certain in 

the months to come. 

The year 
of certain 

uncertainty

E

A word from the editor-in-chief

The reason we try to predict the fu-

ture is because we look for certainty. 

People always attempted to foresee 

the future, but predictions were more 

than often erroneous. Hence, in the 

adriatic Journal edition in front of you, 

you can read about how the world of 

today was predicted to be by a choco-

late factory from Paris at the beginning 

of the 20th century. Little did they an-

ticipate all the turmoil that was just 

around the corner. in fact, they knew 

as little as we know today what awaits 

us tomorrow. But businesses need to 

forecast, as planning is important for 

T
their development. so, we once again 

prepared our strategic Foresight for 

the region, which has been impacted 

by the Covid-19 crisis less than many 

more developed countries.

 

reasons for a softer landing 

could be that economies have in-

deed opened more to foreign direct 

investment in the past years. you 

are invited to read about some most 

prominent business transactions in 

the region, such as nLB’s acquisition 

of the serbian Komercialna Bank. in 

these risky times, it is the insurance Tine Kračun

sector of all that is ready to take on 

new challenges as it used the last cri-

sis to digitalise its operations further 

and asses new developments.

 

The front cover for the adriatic 

Journal was once again designed by 

the great slovenian cartoonist Ciril 

Horjak. The inspiration was the paint-

ing The raft of the Medusa by Théo-

dore Géricault and the environment 

that inspired the painter draws obvi-

ous parallels to today: France at the 

beginning of the 19th century is a 

synonym for uncertainty and politi-

cal instability. sounds familiar?

 

enjoy 2021.

Ph
ot

o:
 D

EL
O
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Taking the long view – Key 
events of the last 200 years
Historical events mark our view of the future. Every now and then, it makes sense to take a deep 

look back, reflect on the timing of events, and learn from them. This time, we start our journey 
in 1820 and continue to this day. Along the way, we will look at social, political, and above all 

financial milestones that have had a major impact on Slovenia and the region.

Authors: jure Stojan dphil, gregor vavdi

E

Slovenian history in a nutshell

1820 – The establishment 
of Kranjska Hranilnica, the 
first savings bank in Lju-
bljana and the second in the 
entire Habsburg monarchy.

1835 – First steam engine 
put into use on Slovenian 
ground in Ljubljana's sugar 
refinery.

1837–1857 – Railway 
contradiction on Vienna – 
Trieste.

1847 – The price of food-
stuffs increases because 
of a poor harvest. This 
triggers an agronomical 
crisis which, after a year, 
affects all industry.

1848 –The March Revo-
lution.

1862 –Municipal savings 
banks established in both 
Maribor and Ptuj.

1867 – The Austro-Hun-
garian monarchy is formed.

1868 – The establishment 
of the Ljubljana bank for 
craftspeople, the first bank-
ing joint stock company in 
Slovenian lands.

FroM 1870 To THE End 
oF CEnTury – An agrar-
ian crisis triggers massive 
emigration of the peasant 
population.

1883 – The first light bulb 
in Slovenia lights up in 
Maribor.

1889 – The establishment 
of Ljubljana Municipal Sav-
ings Bank.

1892 – The first telephone 
connection Vienna – Tri-
este.

1895 – Easter earthquake in 
Ljubljana.

1900 – Establishment of 
Ljubljana credit bank.

1908 – Antigerman protests 
in Ljubljana.

1914–1918 – The First 
World War.

During the war, financial 
uncertainty exploded be-
cause of rapid price growth, 
food shortages, growth 
in the money supply, and 
excess liquidity of banks. 
Investments in "war loans" 
– bonds used to finance the 
war – are on the rise. At the 
end of the war, the Habs-
burg monarchy disintegrat-
ed, and the Slovene ethnic 
space is divided between 
Yugoslavia, Italy, Austria, 
Hungary, each introducing 
its own currency (the Hab-
sburg Krone is exchanged 
into dinar, lira, shilling and 
pengő).

1918 – The founding of the 
Kingdom of Serbs, Croats 
and Slovenes, renamed the 
Kingdom of Yugoslavia in 
1929.

14  THE AdriATiC journAl 



1924 – The establishment 
of the Ljubljana Stock Ex-
change.

1928 – Radio Ljubljana 
starts broadcasting the 
program.

1929 – Global economic 
crisis breaks out but initially 
leaves Slovenia untouched.

1931 – The crisis reaches 
Yugoslavia / Slovenia.

1941–1945 – The Second 
World War in Yugoslavia.

1945 – Formation of the 
Federal People's Republic of 
Yugoslavia. Since 1963, the 
Socialist Federal Republic of 
Yugoslavia.

1947–1952 – The first five-
year economic development 
plan. Accelerated industri-
alization and electrification.

1948 – Yugoslavia breaks 
ranks with the Soviet Union 
and its allies. Starts search-
ing for a third way between 
the East and West.

1950 – Companies are 
declared ‘social property’, 
‘managed’ by workers’ 
councils (they make no 
decision either on income 
sharing or employment). 
The introduction of a so-
cialist self-management 
system begins.

1956 – Communal banks 
establish the Association of 
Slovenian Banks.

1957 – The Port of Koper is 
established.

1958 – Television Ljubljana 
starts broadcasting a regular 
program.

1961 – The first conference 
of the non-aligned in Bel-
grade. The declaration sets 
out three basic principles 
of operation: decoloniza-
tion, peace and security, and 
economic integration.

1961 – Economic downturn 
results in falling industrial 
growth, inflation, rising 
prices and excessive bor-
rowing. Limited economic 
reform did not bring 
the desired results.

1961 – The urban 
complex Trg revolucije, 
today Trg republike 
(designed by Edvard 
Ravnikar, 1961–1983), 
is beginning to emerge.

1967 – The construction of 
a new railway line between 
Prešnica and Koper. Passen-
ger traffic starts in 1972.

1970 – The electrification 
of the railway line Ljubljana 
– Zidani most – Dobova is 
completed. Throughout the 
country, the railway elec-
trification was carried out 
between 1962 and 1977.

1972 – The political fall of 
Stane Kavčič, the head of 
Slovenia’s local government, 
and a confrontation with 
Slovene "liberalism".

1972 – The opening of the 
Vrhnika – Postojna highway 
section, the first modern 
four-lane road in Yugosla-
via.

1973 – The oil embargo by 
Arab oil exporters of West-
ern countries that supported 
Israel does not affect Yugo-
slavia. The second oil crisis 
of 1979 hits harder due to a 
lack of foreign exchange to 
buy expensive oil.

1974 – A new constitution 
grants individual republics 
more autonomy.

1980 – The introduction 
of stabilization measures 
(today we would call them 
austerity measures) due 
to the economic crisis. 
Yugoslavia lacks foreign 
exchange to buy imported 
goods, including oil. Fuel 
vouchers are introduced, 
dinar devalued by 30%, and 
prices frozen. The economic 
crisis is intertwined with the 
political crisis that last until 
the break-up of Yugoslavia.

1980 – The communist 
leader of Yugoslavia Josip 
Broz Tito dies.

1991 – The independence of 
the Republic of Slovenia and 
the war of independence.

1991–2004 – The transi-
tion from a socialist eco-
nomic system to a capitalist 
economy.

2004 – Accession to the 
European Union.

2007 – Entry into the euro 
area.

2008 – The global financial 
crisis erupts, initially leav-
ing the Slovenian economy 
untouched.

2009 – The crisis hits Slo-
venia.

2020 – Coronavirus (Cov-
id-19) infects the world and 
shakes the world economy.
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The future used to 
look like this

‘How will our great-grand-nephews live in the year 2012?’ This was the design brief that landed, in 
1912, with the renowned Parisian art printers Norgeu.

E

predictions from the past

AuTHor: jure Stojan, dphil

Stop here, we’re going to take our “CHoColAT loMbArT”

16  THE AdriATiC journAl 



The client was the Parisian chocolate 

maker Lombart – at the time, choco-

latiers competed not only on taste of 

their produce but also on the quality 

of collectible cards included with food 

packaging. This commission resulted 

in a set of six postcards that have 

since achieved anthological status in 

the history of advertising art – some-

times referred to as ‘chromo’ since it 

was printed in chromolithography, a 

technique invented in the 19th cen-

tury. These postcards also feature in 

the classic reference work on the top-

ic (mostly, a showcase of Bibliothèque 

nationale’s collections) – Christophe 

Canto’s and Odile Faliu’s The History 

of the Future: images of the 21st cen-

tury (Paris, 1993).

pArAllEl WorldS
The Chocolat Lombart cards depict an 

eery kind of parallel reality – what is 

supposed to be our contemporary life 

but evidently imagined in the waning 

years of the Belle Époque. They repre-

sent vintage steampunk, to use 21st-

century keywords. all characters are 

dressed in the latest fashions of 1912 

– an understandable artist’s choice. 

after all, fashion is supposed to be in 

touch with the future (at least this is 

what designers have argued for cen-

turies). But it is not only the clothes 

and the grooming that make the im-

ages instantly dated (in both senses 

of the word). They reflect a rigid so-

cial world which is clearly structured 

and hierarchical. servants bow to the 

whims and desires of the select few 

which literally hover above the mass-

es. ironically, these two aspects ap-

pear less anachronistic in 2021 than 

they did, say, in 1951 – a consequence 

of hipster fashion, both in apparel and 

facial hear, and of rising economic in-

equality.

another sure giveaway is the central 

deceit of these images – all of them 

imagine how in 2012, consumers are 

driven by an unstoppable urge to fetch 

Lombart chocolates. This is, of course, 

blatantly untrue. unimaginable as it 

might have been in 1912, neither the 

brand nor the company survived to 

see the new millennium. They disap-

peared in 1957 (in this case, business 

longevity did not equate with immor-

tality – Lombart had claimed to have 

been founded in 1760).

such details aside, two out of six 

predictions proved to be remarkably 

prescient. We really did have video 

calls in 2012, even though only a mi-

nority would opt to use a video pro-

jector. There really are tourist subma-

rines touring the seas, including in 

the adriatic, even though they oper-

ate at much shallower depths than 

imagined in 1912 and do not dock to 

special under-water stations. another 

prediction was a near-miss – while 

humanity did indeed make it to the 

Moon in 1969, there are still no regu-

lar civil flights between Earth and its 

natural satellite. and interplanetary 

rockets decidedly look very unlike 

the space car imagined in the name of 

Chocolat Lombart. The artist most ob-

viously failed in the prediction appar-

ently designed to flatter the client’s 

ego. it almost feels petty to point out 

that in 2012, there were no regular 

T

Above all, Joseph, do not forget the cases of “CHOCOLA LOMBART” 
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the short run by extrapolating from 

the most recent data points (say, the 

latest Paris fashions in coiffures), this 

yields extraordinarily twisted and dis-

torted visions of the long run.

second, even though the biases of 

extreme extrapolation may be easy 

to spot in its total effect (in aggre-

gate) mere decades after the predic-

tion was made, it is difficult to say 

which particular detail will turn out 

to be most off the mark. The sumptu-

ous beards displayed in some images 

would have marked them as ridicu-

lously out-of-date by the late 1930s. 

after the spread of hipster fashions of 

the 2010s, pre-World-War-i trends in 

facial hair and clothing no longer ap-

pear that anachronistic.

Third, predictions work best when 

consumer experience takes centre 

stage, and the forecaster imagines 

what invention could possibly bring 

further ease and comfort.

Fourth and last, even when making 

predictions about technology, leav-

ing out the society seriously derails 

the forecast. Working at a time when 

the gap between the haves and the 

have-nots appeared unsurmounta-

ble, the artist could not imagine that 

20-century airline industry would 

be based on mass mobility. airbus’s 

a340-600 can carry up to 475 pas-

deliveries of Lombart chocolates, by 

zeppelin, from Paris to London.

There was a prediction the artist was 

apparently most confident about – 

as implied by the fact that it is laid 

out over two cards. namely, that of 

the flying car. Now, the flying car is 

a somewhat of an iconic object, ex-

isting in numerous plans, drawings, 

and science-fiction films and, even as 

working prototypes – but not (yet) in 

the lifestyle-defining way the artist 

envisioned. To the late anthropolo-

gist David Graeber, the very absence 

of flying cars was damning evidence 

that capitalism had lost its mojo (he 

blamed all-pervasive bureaucratiza-

tion). incidentally, Graeber’s essay 

was published in 2012. But it should 

be noted that the flying cars he had in 

mind were those predicted for 2015 

as recently as 1989 in the movie Back 

to the Future ii. Many will be heart-

ened to hear that in 2021, flying cars 

are once again being developed by 

several companies around the world.

lESSonS oF (FAilEd) 
prEdiCTionS
The futuristic prints distributed by 

Chocolat Lombart in 1912 are charm-

ing pieces of printed ephemera. But 

they are also vivid illustrations of what 

works – and what doesn’t – in future 

studies, technological predictions, and 

economic forecasting (the process 

of trying to guess the future carries 

many names depending on the field of 

study). it all follows from one central 

observation. namely, that Chocolat 

Lombart’s year 2012 is merely a 1912 

with fancy stuff attached to it.

First, while it makes sense to predict 

Good afterno-
on my child – 
we’re going to 
send you your 
“CHOCOLAT 
LOMBART” 
by Southeast 
Asian airship

HELLO! 
Captain … 
Stop at the 
“CHOCOLAT 
LOMBART” 
submarine 
station

18  THE AdriATiC journAl 



Arrival at London of the “CHOCOLAT LOMBART” delivery airship

ON RETURN FROM THE MOON. In eight hours, we’ll take our 
“CHOCOLAT LOMBART” in Paris

sengers in high-density seating. The 

cars imagined by norgeu’s printers 

could carry at most six. One detail 

is especially telling – the driver of 

the flying limousine does not share 

the cabin with the exalted passen-

gers but must freeze outside. This 

implies the chauffeur’s comfort was 

not considered part of technologi-

cal progress, it was not something 

flying car makers were supposed to 

think about. (ironically, even this ap-

pears less absurd in 2021 than it did 

as recently as in 2019 – having the 

passengers and drivers physically 

separate would greatly aid pandemic 

mobility).
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1The invincible  
pandemic 

Will the vaccine roll-out be swift enough to cut short the 

pandemic? is the medical science keeping up with COViD 

mutations? in 2021, COViD-19 remains the biggest risk to 

economic recovery throughout the world.

3 Paying lip service to climate change 
no longer enough

international agreements stipulate that greenhouse gas emis-

sions must fall. With deadlines approaching, regulatory frame-

works for conducting business operations are now tightening 

across the world, the adriatic region being no exception. While 

the strictest disclosure rules are being rolled out in the finance 

industry, this is bound to trickle through to other sectors of the 

economy.

2 Backlog of structural reform amid civil unrest
structural reform is hard even at the best of times. it will become even more 

fiendish in times of a post-pandemic recovery. The COVID crisis has exacerbated 

long-standing social fissures and worsened the lot of great sways of the popula-

tion. This could easily fan the flames of civil unrest, in particular once epidemio-

logic restrictions are lifted, and street protest is made easier again. But the COViD 

pandemic has also made it abundantly clear that healthcare systems, long-term 

care facilities and pension systems throughout the adriatic region need to be 

brought up to date for 21st-century needs. 

Top risks
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Croatia: 
This year assessment of the investment environment 
shows that Croatia is going to improve to moderately 
stable due to the recovery measures and stimulative 
economic climate after COVID-19 crisis. This will be 

coupled with an encouraging political environment in 
Croatia after four years of instability. The indicators 
with most uncertainty are the rule of law and socio-

economic conditions as the government didn’t do much 
to address the much needed structural reforms. Analysts 
at the Institute for Strategic Solutions will closely follow 
the situation with announced tax reforms that has the 

potential to stimulate domestic consumption and ease up 
the existing tax barriers for companies. Slovenia:

The general Investment Environment 
Assessment is expected to remain moderately 

stable as it was in 2020. The biggest risk 
that could potentially impact the general 

Investment Environment Assessment this year 
are the continued civil unrests. Expected are 
diplomatic pressures imposed by EU due to 

the alleged harmonisation of political stances 
with the Visegrad group. Socio-economic 
environment will improve in 2021 but the 
situation regarding public debt, pensions, 
healthcare, taxation system and housing 

policy will remain the same. 

bosnia and Herzegovina: 
The general investment environment is likely to improve due to 

the expected better performance in 2021 but will  
remain moderately uncertain. The political indicators will stay 
highly visible due to the continuing non-cooperation pattern 

on the state level. Analysts will closely follow the security 
situation in BiH as there are potential risks due to the migrant 
crisis that still persist in the northwestern part of the country. 
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Montenegro: 
This year's assessment of the investment environment 

shows that Montenegro is going to stay moderately 
uncertain, but will improve in terms of the political 

indicators. In addition, the risks in correlation with the 
socio-economic situation will be reduced. It should 

be noted that civil unrests are likely to end due to the 
political change but the new government has a thin 
majority that is subjected to bigger risks than the 

previous one, which has governed practically alone.

Serbia: 
Analysts at the Institute for Strategic Solutions 

expect the general investment environment to remain 
moderately uncertain but will improve due to better 
economic indicators alongside the robust investment 
growth for 2021. However, the political climate in the 

country remains to be under close watch from the 
EU, as the ongoing civil unrest continues to fuel the 

existing polarisation of the socio-economic landscape. 

Kosovo: 
This year assessment of the investment 
environment shows that Kosovo is going 

to stay moderately uncertain, but will 
improve due to lower socio-economic and 

political risks. The latter are associated with 
robust economic growth after COVID-19 

crisis. Analysts at the Institute for Strategic 
Solutions will closely monitor the dialogue 
between Priština and Belgrade as the new 
developments in 2021 signal that talks are 
entering a new era, which was also evident 

in 2020 when 100% tariffs on Serbian 
goods were removed. 

north Macedonia: 
This year's assessment of the investment 

environment shows that North Macedonia 
is going to remain moderately uncertain, 
and will improve due to the political and 
security situation. The latter corresponds 
with decreased social unrests due to the 

Euro-Atlantic impetus of North Macedonia 
in 2020 with membership in NATO and 

green light for the EU negotiation process. 
Analysts at the Institute for Strategic 
Solutions will closely follow the EU-

dimension vis-a-vis Bulgarian veto as this 
externally-driven dilemma has the spillover  
effect potential for determining the socio-

political environment in 2021. 
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The Automotive industry 
in a geopolitical context

g

Mobility at crossroads

The automotive industry is 
cyclical, and it is currently in 
an unprecedented downturn 

within a major transformation 
of mobility. This industry is 

among the last key-industries 
remaining in the EU, a major 

employer for up to five million 
employees. 

Author: Karin Kneissl, phd, 
former Minister of Foreign 

Affairs of Austria

g
Germany represents an important 

car-cluster, and 800,000 jobs are 

likely to be affected by the transfor-

mation in the automotive sector. This 

also holds true for the slovak capital 

Bratislava, which might not be the 

Detroit of the 1950s but carries the 

risks of the Detroit of the late 1990s. 

and the list goes on for a range of eu 

countries, mostly suppliers to the re-

maining car producers in Germany 

and France. slovenia ranks among 

those in the supply chain under pres-

sure. in my recent book “Die Mobil-

itätswende” (Mobility in transition), 

published by Braumüller in Vienna 

in september 2020, i focus on the 

geopolitical and social aspects of this 

major shift. Who will dominate the 

future of this market? Will coming re-

volts happen in the name of mobility?
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CriSiS STArTEd prior To 
THE pAndEMiC
Like in all other areas, the pandemic 

only amplified an already existing real-

ity. in the case of the car industry, the 

decline in demand went from bad to 

worse. However, driving a car remained 

attractive in the lockdowns, while pub-

lic transport lost out. The recurrent 

topic is “backshoring”, in contrast to 

the offshoring of past decades of glo-

balization. it is about bringing produc-

tion back to europe. supply chains have 

to be rethought. The Chinese Com-

munist Party’s particular suppression 

of the coronavirus has enabled China 

to recover its former pace of economic 

growth and turbocharged its transition 

to become the world’s largest economy. 

With China’s neighbours also emerging 

quickly from the pandemic, east asia 

has become the epicentre of global eco-

nomic growth. The Free Trade agree-

ment between the eu and China re-

flects this reality: 30% of all German car 

sales are done in China. This industry is 

the backbone of Germany, in case of its 

damage, we might see a different Berlin, 

not one leading the eu.

The state comes back as an impor-

tant shareholder, as we can see in the 

aviation business. Obviously, liquidity 

is absolutely vital to sustaining the 

business through the crisis. However, 

new /old problems might overshad-

ow the entire endeavour: who man-

ages whom?

FACToriES bECoMing 
MuSEuMS
This transformation had already had 

its victims during previous decades. 

The Fiat factory in Turin, italy, which 

was the biggest and most modern in 

1909, has turned into an automobile 

museum. similarly, Detroit harshly hit 

in the past years cherishes its old gran-

deur in the shadow of Henry Ford who 

transformed the industry a century 

ago. Mobility is currently reinvented 

on many levels, from high-speed trains 

to autonomous driving to drone trans-

port of goods; one trend is certain: the 

car of the future will neither be pro-

duced in europe nor in the us. i have 

been predicting for years they might be 

produced on the african continent. af-

rica, for many car producers, is the new 

frontier. The iPhone reads, “designed in 

California, assembled in China”. a simi-

lar inscription on the car of the future 

might read, “designed in China, assem-

bled in africa”. and we might see more 

industrial corpses in the once major in-

dustrial areas of europe.

We are still living off the ingenuity of 

past generations. approximately 8 of 

the 10 stock market listed Dax com-

panies were founded before World 

War i. This comprises the entire auto-

motive industry. 

Carl Benz and his remarkable wife 

Bertha were the pioneers of the late 

19th century, alongside the agnellis in 

italy, and others such as rudolf Diesel 

and siemens. They laid the basis for 

today’s mobility and in particular the 

european automotive industry. 

Before the pandemic turned our 

lives upside down, it was the climate 

change agenda and the eu Green 

deal, such as moving away from the 

combustion engine, that dominated 

the debate on the future of the car 

industry. While some voices in gov-

ernments and science claim that this 

is the right moment to transform 

mobility completely and move into a 

green society of electric autonomous 

driving, less aviation and more high-

speed trains, others are more reluc-

tant. i am one of them.

Given the tremendous rise in unem-

ployment that has occurred, people 

have less to spend. Many will con-

tinue driving their old diesel cars in-

stead of opting for carsharing, which 

is difficult in social distancing times, 

anyway. 
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CoronA iMpACT: 
Decline in demand went 

from bad to worse
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in order to make realistic decisions 

about the future, it is useful to under-

stand human nature and not get lost 

in statistics. Humans wish to move. 

The car has been a symbol of mobil-

ity and freedom for the past century; 

even when stuck in traffic jams. 

The automotive industry is indeed at 

a critical turning point. 

Prominent representatives of the 

industry describe 2020 as a “year of 

painful decisions”, which will affect 

the automotive industry, result in 

mergers (latest example: Psa Fiat-

Chrysler) and considerably affect the 

overall automotive supply chain from 

steel to tyre.

WHAT Will bE THE 
iMpliCATionS For THE oil 
And gAS SECTor? 
Peak in demand rather than peak in 

supply will probably shape the oil mar-

ket, and directly impact the gas mar-

ket, too. Former saudi oil minister Zaki 

yamani coined the wise phrase: “The 

stone age did not end for lack of stone, 

and the oil age will end long before 

the world runs out of oil.” stepping 

out of the combustion engine, which 

has been shaping the hydrocarbon age 

since World War i, could result in a 

massive slow-down of demand for oil 

and eventually for gas. 

THE E-MobiliTy doCTrinE 
And iTS gEopoliTiCAl 
iMpliCATionS
The re-emergence of the electric ve-

hicle, which was commonly seen on 

european roads at the beginning of 

20th century, is currently dominat-

ing all political and technological 

agendas. Demand stems, in particu-

lar, from China. However, Beijing has 

been revising its mobility agenda 

and might gradually shift away from 

e-mobility. until then, it will con-

tinue to control battery production. 

Chinese companies run a majority of 

the lithium-ion battery market, and 

China has better access to cobalt and 

copper resources from Congo to af-

ghanistan and beyond. While the us 

has focused on sourcing its raw ma-

terials domestically, China is increas-

ingly dominating the battery market. 

But europe will probably fall fruther 

behind because it simply lacks bat-

tery manufacturing capacity.

All ForMS oF EnErgy And MobiliTy nEEd rAW MATEriAlS
There is no such thing as “commodity-free mobility”. Energy 
density and efficiency are the main reason for the century-
-long success of the combustion engine. Demonizing oil 
and gas to the advantage of other rare commodities – with 
doubtful ecological production processes – could only harm 
a key European industry and lead to new waves of unemplo-

yment and a risky peak in demand for producing countries. 
The game-changer policy of a very rapid green deal and the 
complete demise of the combustion engine could, in the 
best-case, end up as a market failure, and, in the worst case, 
as a major social and geopolitical conflict in the producing 
countries.  There is a “yellow vest” in every car.

CHinESE CoMpAniES run a 
majority of the lithium-ion 
battery market
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THE MulTiFold iMpACT oF A 
TrAnSForMing AuToMoTivE induSTry:

Climate 
Change: 
Currently 
defined as 
the major 
geopolitical risk 
of this century.

DeCarbonisation above all: 
This credo by EC President Ursula von 
der Leyen marginalizes macroeconomics. 
What will happen to the combustion en-
gine? The rigid timetable imposed on the 
industry and the levying of high penalties 
for those not complying with it could 
do tremendous harm to the industry. 
Instead of free market forces, this could 
result in some sort of European planned 
economy.

UnCertainty: Will 
e-mobility dominate the 
energy transition, or should 
research be more open to 
other avenues, e.g. hydro-
gen, synthetic fuels, natural 
gas, etc.? Enigmatic policies 
make life harder for both 
researchers and producers. 
Plus, the consumer is hesi-
tant which type of vehicle 
has a future.

iDiosynCratiC faC-
tors: Within the EU/
Germany, scandals such 
as “dieselgate”, cartels, 
and rigid legislation and 
prohibitions could make 
the European automotive 
industry less competitive. 
Similarly, in the US: pend-
ing government regula-
tions on emissions control 
and safety.

the asian, in par-
tiCUlar, Chinese 

Competition is on 
the rise. It is not only 

about labour costs and 
regulations, but also about 

leadership in technology. 
China works already on 
the G6 grid to advance 

autonomous driving.

Consumer trends 
and demographic 
shifts are creat-
ing additional 
risks to the 
industry: who 
still wants 
to bUy anD 
Drive a 
Car?

teChnologi-
Cal aDvanCes 
(Artificial Intelligence 
and Internet of 
Things) are funda-
mentally transform-
ing the automotive 
industry.

These major upheavals 
in the industry could 
trigger social unrest. The 
yellow vest movement 
in France stems from 
a tax on driving. While 
revolutions in the past 
were preceded by bread 
riots, today’s revolu-
tions are about access 
to energy, housing and 
mobility. Furthermore, 
a decline in oil prices 
could heighten social 
tensions in oil- and gas 
producing countries. 
the geopoliti-
Cal impliCations 
of an exit from 
CombUstion en-
gines have been 
UnDerestimateD 
so far.

The truce brokered by 
EC President Juncker 

and US President 
Trump in the sum-

mer of 2018 remains 
under threat as an 

even larger 
traDe war 

CoUlD emerge 
between the 

Us anD the eU 
DireCtly affeCt-
ing Car tariffs 

Up to 25%.

Given the migrant work-
forCe in many oil- anD 
gas proDUCing CoUn-
tries, 2020 has caused huge 
lay-offs, which affect remittanc-
es sent to their home countries 
and result in further migration. 
Everything is interconnected – 
this commonplace is missing in 
the political debate in Brussels.

?
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now the uK has left the Eu
On 1 January 2021, the UK left the EU but entered into a new trade agreement with the block, 

finalised in the last days of 2020. We welcome this agreement as it ends the period of uncertainty. 
The UK has left the single market and the customs union, which means many changes for trade. 
Companies will have to adapt to new rules on exports, imports, tariffs, data, and hiring (more on 

which can be found at https://www.gov.uk/eubusiness).

g

new chapter

Author: barbara uranjek, CEo, 
british Slovenian Chamber of 

Commerce

From January 2021 onwards, there 

will be additional procedures of taxa-

tion and customs, with some excep-

tions for northern ireland. Compa-

nies will have to comply with the 

necessary paperwork when trading 

goods, and they will need to take into 

consideration the possible customs 

checks and longer transport times 

than before.

The trade agreement sets out zero 

quotas and zero tariffs. However, 

rules of origin will apply, which will 

put eu and uK products at an advan-

tage before third countries. This could 

result in a change of future supply 

chains, with more products of British 

or eu origin, as well as changes in the 

production and packaging.

eu and uK citizens will also need to 

adapt to a new immigration culture, 

F talent and education, aimed at at-

tracting highly educated and trained 

people to the uK.

The uK, nevertheless, remains an 

interesting market for business. not 

only is it the second largest europe-

an economy, with a population of 66 

million, but also one of the best plac-

es in the world for the ease of doing 

business. The uK market is one of 

the most open markets for innova-

tion and novelties, a great place to 

go global from. The British govern-

ment has outlined numerous large 

energy and infrastructure projects, 

which should boost GDP growth in 

the coming years – also an opportu-

nity for companies from the adriatic 

region. in november 2021, the uK 

will host the COP26 climate change 

conference in Glasgow, thus paving 

the path to cleaner energy and busi-

nesses, as well as environmentally-

friendly investing.

every change needs adaptation and 

effort. The new trade agreement will 

also take a bit of time to settle in. We 

are, however, confident that trade 

and investment between the uK and 

slovenia will continue to grow even 

with this new relationship.

resulting in more thorough border 

checks as the free movement of 

people has ended. The uK has intro-

duced a points-based immigration 

system for assessing the migrants’ 
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Eu financial measures 
to strengthen 

investment activity

Due to the outbreak of the 
COVID-19 pandemic, Slovenia’s 
GDP was forecast to contract 
by 7.6% in 2020. Intervention 

measures have provided 
conditions to preserve the 
potential of the economy. 
Given the projected slower 
recovery of the Slovenian 

economy in 2021, it will 
be crucial to strengthen 

investment activity in the 
coming years, to which 
funds from the new EU 

Recovery Instrument will be 
able to make an additional 

contribution. 

g

Eu recovery instruments

AuTHor: gregor umek,
representative of the Slovenian 

National Contact Point for OECD, 
Ministry of Economic Development and 

Technology

Photo: Shutterstock

relatively low investments in re-

cent years have been, in addition to 

structural gaps, one of the main rea-

sons for slovenia’s modest produc-

tivity growth after 2008. The key to 

increasing the competitiveness and 

productivity of the country’s econ-

omy is the creation of products and 

services with higher added value. This 

can be achieved through measures to 

support innovation, basic and applied 

research, promote the digital trans-

formation of the economy and the in-

ternationalization of companies, sup-

port the transition to a sustainable 

and circular economy, as well as fos-

ter an effective and supportive envi-

ronment for companies. To ensure a 

stimulating and predictable business 

environment, the implementation of 

structural reforms is particularly im-

portant. above all, this requires po-

litical stability and consistency in the 

r
implementation of reform measures.

in its December Forecast of Macro-

economic Developments, the Bank 

of Slovenia predicts a 7.6% decline 

of slovenian GDP for 2020 as well 

as slow economic recovery in 2021. 

according to the bank’s estimates, 

the intervention measures and the 

eu recovery instrument funds will 

offset the 2020 decline in economic 

activity by slightly less than 4% and 

maintain the GDP level higher by 1.3% 

at the end of 2021–2023 compared to 

a scenario without these measures. 

it is also interesting to compare the 

impact of intervention measures on 

one hand and the resources of the eu 

recovery instrument on the other. 

The cumulative effective multiplier of 

intervention measures in the period 

2020–2023 is expected to be around 

1.3%, while in the case of the EU Re-

covery instrument it is even higher, 

estimated at around 1.9% for the 

period 2021–2023. The bank attrib-

utes the latter difference to the fact 

that the eu recovery instrument is 

intended to strengthen both public 

and private investment, so that their 

effect on the economy will be more 

lasting compared to intervention 

measures that affect the economy 

mainly through private consumption. 
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WEAKEr invESTMEnTS duE 
To SloW rECovEry in doME-
STiC dEMAnd And AFTEr-Cri-
SiS TiMidiTy
investment activity is also strongly re-

lated to productivity. The Development 

report 2020 by the institute of Macro-

economic analysis and Development of 

the republic of slovenia (iMaD) states 

that slovenia still lags far behind the 

eu average in terms of productivity. in 

2018, the level of productivity in slove-

nia amounted to 82% of the EU aver-

age, without improvement from 2008 

when it had reached 83%. Average an-

nual productivity growth in the period 

1996–2008 was 3.5%, slowing down to 

0.5% over 2009–2018 and then settling 

to 1.2% in the period 2014–2019. IMAD 

emphasises that, in addition to struc-

tural reasons, relatively low investment 

is the main culprit behind modest pro-

ductivity growth after 2008.

iMaD attribute weak investment activ-

ity in the initial years after the financial 

crisis to a slow recovery of domestic 

demand, and to more risk aversion in 

corporate investment due to crisis-

damaged balance sheets and dampened 

expectations for the future. it should be 

noted that companies cited bureaucrat-

ic obstacles, in particular lengthy proce-

dures for obtaining various permits, as 

the main reason for lower investment 

activity. according to iMaD, this fac-

tor could have an even greater negative 

impact on the companies’ investment 

activity in coming years, given the ever-

faster dynamics of the introduction of 

new products and services.

Structural reforms and the reducti-
on of administrative burden of the 
economy are particularly important. 
In the framework of the Recommen-
dations for individual Member States 
in 2020, the European Commission 
highlighted Slovenia's following 
substantive areas which needed to 
be addressed through reforms or 
structural changes:

  In the field of the labour market, 
it is necessary to regulate flexible 
forms of work, including telewor-
king, to maintain and promote 
employment, especially the first 
employment for young people, 
and to regulate housing issues. 

  With regard to the reform of 
social protection and long-term 
care, it is necessary to regulate 
the system of long-term care, and 
to carry out health care reform. 

  In the area of the financial and fiscal 
system, access to alternative sour-
ces of financing, including equity 
financing, should be improved. 

  The key area that needs to be 
regulated is the reduction of 
administrative barriers in business 
environment.
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HigHEr produCTiviTy 
rEMAinS A KEy prioriTy
all these areas are also addressed in 

the draft national recovery and re-

silience Plan. These are the five pillars 

of development, followed by invest-

ments that will support reforms and 

structural changes. The development 

pillars are as follows: sustainable and 

green transition, Digital slovenia, 

supportive environment for compa-

nies, knowledge-based society and 

tourism and culture. The sustainable 

and green transition pillar in particu-

lar aims to support investments in re-

newable energy and energy efficiency, 

sustainable renovation of buildings, 

adaptation to climate change, circu-

lar economy, sustainable mobility, 

and connectivity. The Digital slovenia 

pillar is intended for investments in 

the digital transformation of compa-

nies, government, and local commu-

nities. To achieve a knowledge-based 

society, a range of investments will 

be supported – those with an aim to 

strengthen development and innova-

tion, as well as knowledge and 

competences (especially 

digital ones, required by 

the new professions of 

the future and invest-

ment in research). To 

provide a stimulating and predict-

able environment for compa-

nies, it will be important to 

encourage investment in 

companies and strengthen 

the supportive environment for 

companies. 

For this purpose, it will be nec-

essary to further strengthen 

the development and opti-

misation of the ecosystem, to support 

the creation and development of com-

panies and promote entrepreneur-

ship and innovation (sPOT points, 

subjects of innovative environment 

– siO, economic business zones), co-

finance process improvements and 

introduction of digital business mod-

els in companies, encourage start-ups 

and companies in the transition to 

the next phase of growth. in addition 

to the above-mentioned incentives, 

the internationalisation of companies 

is particularly important for increas-

ing the productivity of the economy 

through the creation of high value-

added products and services in global 

value chains. 

To support the internationalisation, it 

is necessary to continue with meas-

ures to finance partnerships in for-

eign markets, promote and strength-

en brands of products and services in 

foreign markets, trade fairs, market 

research and digitalisation of inter-

national business and support new 

measures, such as international de-

velopment cooperation, feasibility 

studies and pilot demonstration pro-

jects and their investment compo-

nents.

grEAT invESTMEnT 
poTEnTiAl in MulTibillion 
FinAnCiAl STiMuluS 
The national recovery and resilience 

Plan will provide extensive financial 

support for reforms/structural change 

and investment, with the aim of miti-

gating the economic and social impact 

of the coronavirus pandemic and mak-

ing the economy, the public sector, 

and society as a whole more sustain-

able, resilient, and better prepared for 

the challenges posed by green and 

digital transitions. under the national 

plan, slovenia will have at its disposal 

approximately eur 1.6 billion as grants 

and eur 3.6 billion as loans. 

This financial stimulus brings great 

potential for investment and reform, 

which can significantly contrib-

ute to alleviate the challenges 

mentioned above, and to in-

crease the competitiveness 

and productivity of the 

slovenian economy. Of 

course, it is essential that 

these reforms and invest-

ments are implemented, 

leading to the results ex-

pected at the milestones as 

set out in the draft national plan. 

Political stability, reform 

commitment, and conti-

nuity of current and fu-

ture governments, are 

essential for this.
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The adriatic council is 
preparing for slovenia’s eu 

presidency

Interview with Mr. Marko Voljč 
from the Adriatic Council, an 
organisation that promotes 
cooperation in the region, 

based in Ljubljana, Slovenia. The 
Council is a private initiative of 
individuals and organisations, 
aspiring towards better and 
more advanced cohabitation 
in the region. We asked him 
how they see civil society in 

the Western Balkans, and what 
opportunities they perceived in 

the Adriatic Region.

g

Interview: Marko Voljč, Co-Founder 
of the Adriatic Council

Author: jan Tomše
Photos: Vladimir Tatarević/

jadranski Savet beograd

What is the mission of the Adria-

tic Council?

some seven years ago, the adriatic 

Council (aC) was established with a 

clearly defined mission, namely that 

we want to ensure peace and security, 

economic integration, and the partici-

pation of young people through co-

operation, dialogue, and the exchange 

of best practices in the region. Thus, 

the Council attempts to help further 

development in the so-called adriatic 

region, from the alps to the ionic sea, 

from the Black sea to the adriatic sea, 

and therefore ensure its objectives of 

more cooperation between different 

stakeholders, a greater degree of se-

curity and stability in the region, and 

better connecting the region with the 

rest of the world.

Despite our efforts, the work of the 

Council has somewhat stalled over 

W the last couple of years due to a 

number of factors. To instil new dy-

namism to our efforts, which were 

severely hampered by COViD-19, Mr. 

Milan Martin Cvikl, the former mem-

ber of the Board of Directors of the 

eBrD, was invited by the Council’s 

co-founders, Mr. Dejan Novaković and 

me, to provide an updated approach 

for the Council’s work in the region. 

We appointed him as Vice President 

for Programming and Development 

of the Council, and asked him to pre-

pare a revised Framework Program of 

the Council for the period 2020–25, 

recently approved by its governing 

bodies. My fellow co-founder and i 

are confident that this new program 

(available at www.adriatic-council.eu) 

provides a solid basis for strengthen-

ing the Council’s work for coopera-

tion in the region. 

What is the role of the civil socie-

ty in Western Balkans, especially 

in terms of fostering economic 

development?

Civil society will inevitably be crucial 

for the success of all countries in the 

region, and its role and contribution 

to the wellbeing in the region are far 

from completed. also, institutions 

similar to the adriatic Council such 
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as, for example, the Trilateral Com-

mission, of which i was a member 

for almost 20 years as the first rep-

resentative from slovenia, have made 

a significant contribution to building 

trust and confidence among various 

stakeholders in the region. economic 

development is always crucially de-

pendent on ensuring that domestic 

and foreign investors, local policy 

makers, labour and other stakehold-

ers of the society at large, find an ap-

propriate modus operandi to achieve 

prosperity. i believe that without 

respecting the rule of law, economic 

and social development become very 

elusive – while the rule of law is re-

spected in Western europe, including 

in slovenia as well as in Croatia, a lot 

remains to be done to reach a clear 

framework for economic coopera-

tion, customs union, free movements 

of goods, services, people and capital 

in other countries that are not yet 

part of the eu.

in this context, civil society organiza-

tions like institute of strategic solu-

tions could play a major rule, ensuring 

that we are building economic bases 

for sound development, and setting a 

foundation for an open society. a so-

ciety that is able to show the rest of 

the world what is the best in the re-

gion: pristine nature, the open, highly 

educated and stimulating people, 

made of south slavs, albanians and 

others, living in peace and prosperity. 

some other regions of the world like 

Benelux and the nordic regions have 

shown that it is possible, after centu-

ries of turmoil and violence, to find an 

appropriate modus vivendi for eco-

nomic, societal, cultural, and political 

cooperation. We need to ensure this 

also holds for the adriatic region. We 

need to reach closer cooperation that 

could perhaps lead to more connect-

ed, even (semi)formal institutions of 

regional governance.

Where do you see Slovenia’s role 

and opportunities as the link 

between Central Europe and the 

Western Balkans?

slovenia is very well positioned both 

in the world and europe, being at the 

crossroads of the fifth and tenth EU 

transport corridors, situated on the 

northern edge of southeastern eu-

rope but also being part of Central 

Europe. Slovenia was the first among 

former yugoslav republics to become 

member of the euro-atlantic alliance 

(eu, naTO), and it is thus well placed, 

possesses the necessary experience, 

and has the moral duty to assist other 

states in the region. slovenia needs 

to ensure that eu enlargement con-

tinues and that the whole adriatic re-

gion becomes part of the eu sooner 

rather than later, and that the schen-

gen border moves from the border 

between slovenian and Croatia to the 

border between Bulgaria and Turkey.

economically speaking, slovenia cer-

tainly could be a potential model 

to be emulated by other countries 

and nations of the adriatic region: 

with the euro as is its currency, it is 

highly open to foreign trade and in-

vestments with the rule of law, has a 

low level of economic inequality and 

a high level of preserved social ser-

vices and standards. as an institution 

devoted to cooperation in the region, 

the adriatic Council is trying to con-

tribute positively to these legitimate 

aspirations of the people in the re-

gion.

What sectors in the region have 

the best perspective for the futu-

re?

Given that the recent economic cri-

sis has led to a certain degree of de-

globalisation, this region has new 

economic potential as a location for 

manufacturing industries, both for 

the european and the global markets. 

in addition, since the region is home 

to a highly educated and well-skilled 

workforce, considerable potential 

exists in all the adriatic countries 

for building new services, linked to 

industry 4.0 and society 5.0. in this 

context, we need to develop and fos-

ter even more cooperation at every 

level – the level of businesses, socie-

ties at large as well as parliamentar-

ians, executive powers and at level of 

Presidents. in the Council’s new pro-

gram for 2021–25, we propose some 

of these activities and hope to trans-

fer the best experiences of the Ben-

elux union and the nordic Council to 

the adriatic region. 

What do you perceive as the 

biggest obstacles for the Adriatic 

Region to achieve unified goals 

and become more prosperous, 

more business- and living-friendly 

environment? 

From my point of view, the biggest 

obstacle is the endemic lack of ambi-

tion and the occasional lack of self-

esteem, resulting from decades of 
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conflicts, wars, and upheavals with 

thousands of casualties, as well as the 

fact that thousands of young genera-

tions are leaving the region. When 

you add religious conflicts and pop-

ulism into this mix, it becomes clear 

overcoming these problems will be a 

huge challenge.

slovenia could again serve as an ex-

ample, though not always a positive 

one. When the entire society joined 

forces to achieve independence in 

1991 and eu membership in 2004, 

the country was able to overcome 

many of its historical and political dif-

ferences and to embark upon a path 

toward more open, self-confident and 

open society, gradually becoming a 

modern european country. i see no 

reason why other countries in the 

region could not follow slovenia’s ex-

ample. Hopefully, economic necessity 

and aspirations of their societies can 

gradually change political realities. 

i am cautiously optimistic that this 

will be the path other countries in the 

adriatic region will choose.  

How can businesses benefit from 

Slovenia's presidency of the EU 

Council in the second half of 

2021?

We would hope that the Presidency of 

the eu Council would be used as an 

opportunity to present slovenia both 

as a successful economy and open so-

ciety as well as to identify new pos-

sibilities for the eu-wide and regional 

economic and political cooperation 

like the one of the adriatic Council 

has been embracing since its creation 

in 2013.

Therefore, we have proposed to the 

slovene government to jointly organ-

ise, in the fall of 2021, a conference 

entitled »adriatic Dialogue, Ljubljana 

2021«, preferably under the auspices 

of the slovenian parliament with 

panels on (1) economic cooperation 

in post-COViD period, (2) Democracy 

and Human rights and (3) naTO and 

the adriatic region. We would hope 

that if such a Dialogue took place on 

the margins of the eu-Western Bal-

kans summit, it would result in more 

cooperation and a push towards a 

more forceful eu enlargement pro-

cess. 
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integration is key to 
higher economic and 

social growth
The Three Seas Initiative is aimed at promoting cooperation and stimulating more rapid economic 
and wider social development. The 12 participating states share many common traits, but there are 

also major differences between them. The Ministry of Foreign Affairs of the Republic of Slovenia 
gives some perspectives on the Initiative’s main goals and objectives. 

g

Three Seas initiative (3Si)

AUTHOR: Rok Tomšič, Ministry 
of Foreign Affairs of the 

republic of Slovenia

The Central and eastern european 

region included in the 3si has great 

potential in terms of economic devel-

opment in digitalisation but requires 

considerable financial resources for in-

vestments to be able to catch up with 

the western eu member states. The 3si 

participating countries have expressed 

a great need for coordinated multina-

tional, i.e., cross-border infrastructure 

projects to be designed within the 

initiative. Those include investments 

in energy, transport and logistics, and 

digitisation as well as in r&D in new 

technologies. There also needs to be an 

increased focus on cybersecurity. all of 

the above present great opportunities 

T
for closer cooperation between the 

countries in the region. 

The discussions at the Three seas vir-

tual summit held on 19 October 2020 

showed that the participating coun-

tries shared very similar views. The 

initiative is becoming increasingly 

influential, including in international 

political debates. Due to the global 

health situation, the summit focused 

on the economic ramifications of the 

pandemic.  

since its foundation, the initiative has 

been consolidated and made substan-

tial progress in terms of its agenda. its 

influence in the wider EU context is 

on the rise, with many recognising it 

as one of the avenues to make the eu 

stronger. in addition, the Three seas 

initiative investment Fund (3siiF) is 

becoming an instrument facilitating 

the optimal functioning of the initia-

tive as with co-funding infrastructure 

projects in the region. Financial con-

tributions to the Fund are growing, 

reflecting the trust the participating 

states are putting in the 3si. 

opporTuniTiES For 
SlovEniA
slovenia has recognised the 3si as one 

of the pillars for boosting economic 

cooperation in the central and eastern 

european region. after years of be-

ing predominantly a political project, 

the 3si has evolved into an economic 

project. The economic growth in the 

3si countries is above the eu aver-

age. Those countries want to upgrade 
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their transport, energy and digital in-

frastructure and are looking for new fi-

nancial resources to do so, one of them 

being the 3siiF, which is increasing the 

volume of investment capital. 

However, there is a marked invest-

ment gap between eu member states. 

in terms of modernising transport, 

energy, and digital infrastructure, the 

area between the Baltic, the adriatic 

and the Black seas requires carefully 

designed projects enabling quality 

connections along the north-south 

axis. it seems reasonable to try to draw 

a line between the public and private 

sector investments, set priorities for 

public investments and ensure their 

funding. Due to the burdens placed 

on public financial resources by the 

fallout of the COViD-19 pandemic, al-

ternative ways of financing strategic 

infrastructure projects in the region 

need to be found. and this is where 

the 3siiF can step in. its positive im-

pact might boost infrastructure and 

spur other projects in the region, with 

a spill over effect on the rest of the EU 

and its neighbourhood. 

One could argue that slovenia and the 

3si countries are mutually dependent: 

on the one hand, slovenia is interested 

in improving the quality of its inland 

infrastructure connections with the 

3si countries. On the other hand, slo-

venia is important for those countries 

precisely because of its geostrategic 

position at the intersection of two 

Pan-european transport corridors. in 

addition, the Port of Koper is an im-

portant hub for overseas destinations.

MAjor CHAllEngES
The 3si not only has a positive impact 

on eu unity, but also enables its bet-

ter connectivity. it strengthens cohe-

sion, which in turn can reduce the 

investment gap between the eastern 

and western parts of the eu.

Before the pandemic, the 3si region 

saw the highest rates of economic 

growth in europe, and worth striving 

to maintain its economic growth. it is 
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THE prESidEnTiAl pAnEl 
at the 3SI Business Forum in 
Ljubljana in 2019

vital to strengthen the intergovern-

mental cooperation in the region in 

order to bridge the infrastructure and 

connectivity gaps. With a growing 
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need to make the initiative operation-

al, it would make sense to advocate 

for the closer engagement of national 

governments in its activities. This is 

particularly true in terms of provid-

ing legal bases and favourable business 

environments conducive to the reali-

sation of concrete infrastructure pro-

jects. as eu member states and there-

fore part of the common economic 

and customs area, the 3si participating 

countries have a unique advantage in 

attaining their economic goals.

For them, one of the greatest chal-

lenges will be the implementation 

of infrastructure projects marked as 

priorities. These projects will require 

private capital, or else their realisa-

tion might be jeopardised. Certain 3si 

countries advocate for a smaller num-

ber of infrastructure projects with a 

realistic chance of being completed. 

it is therefore vital to move from 

supporting the projects in principle 

to taking concrete steps. in the long 

term, in addition to developing infra-

structure connections, it is reasonable 

to expect closer cooperation in other 

areas as well, such as in science and 

education.

CApiTAliSing on STrong 
TiES WiTHin 3Si
in the second half of 2020, slovenia 

strengthened some of its important in-

ternational partnerships, most notably 

with the usa and certain other coun-

tries. slovenia shares the us’s view that 

economic development and the neces-

sary infrastructure in the region must 

rely on the principles of green economy 

and sustainable development, while 

respecting democratic values, the rule 

of law, transparency, and the tenets of 

market economy.  slovenia welcomes 

the growing interest of the us in cen-

tral and eastern Europe, which signifi-

cantly contributes to the development 

of transport, infrastructure, and digital 

projects as well as to the strengthening 

of transatlantic relations. a common 

goal connecting the us and the 3si par-
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THE THrEE 
SEAS iniTiATivE 

aims to 
stimulate 

more rapid 
development 
of the region 

stretching 
between the 
Baltic, Black 
and Adriatic 

Seas

orgAniZATionAl 
ApproACH oF THE 

rEpubliC oF SlovEniA To 
THE THrEE SEAS iniTiATivE 
The following institutions are invol-
ved in organizational, technical, as 

well as substantive activities related 
to the operation of the Republic of 

Slovenia in the 3SI initiative:
  

Office of the President of the Repu-
blic, in terms of coordination with 

the offices of the Presidents of other 
3SI member states; 

  
The Office of the Prime Minister, 

where the national coordinator for 
the 3SI initiative is State Secretary 

Mr. Bojan Pograjc; 
  

the Ministry of Foreign Affairs, 
which acts as a contact point within 
the government; the contact point 
for 3SI inside the Slovenian Gover-

nment is Mr. Anže Logar, Minister of 
Foreign Affairs;

 
SID Bank, which has developed a 

partnership with 3SIIF.
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ticipating states is the unification of the 

energy market and the accompanying 

energy infrastructure. 

The us’s increasing interest in central 

and eastern Europe is also reflected 

in the us administration’s active sup-

port for the 3si. all these endeavours 

have a role to play in improving the 

infrastructure, energy, and digital con-

nectivity between the 3si participating 

states. The involvement of the us in 

the initiative, and potentially also in 

the 3siiF, coupled with the high-level 

participation of 3si countries, the eu-

ropean Commission, and the us in the 

2020 virtual summit, could be a step-

pingstone to the further strengthening 

of transatlantic relations. 

ulTiMATE objECTivES
The 3si objectives related to invest-

ments in the region’s transport, energy 

and digital infrastructure and the need 

to fund them remain at the forefront. in 

addition to the existing funding sourc-

es, such as the budgets of the 3si coun-

tries and the eu, new sources are need-

ed, the 3siiF being one of them. in any 

case, efforts need to be made to attract 

private capital and encourage the estab-

lishment of private-public partnerships. 

The possibilities outlined above instil 

optimism even at the time of the cur-

rent health and economic crisis, as they 

promote further progress.

exiting the COViD-19 crisis will be 

asymmetrical. a possible solution 

might be more intensive efforts to at-

tract private capital investments for 

infrastructure projects, establishment 

of public-private partnerships and ap-

plication of new financial instruments, 

including the 3siiF. unless the way of 

funding is changed, it will be hard for 

central and eastern european coun-

tries to take the needed steps forward 

in terms of upgrading their transport, 

energy, and digital infrastructure. 

usually, investments imply risks, but 

now the situation is reversed – it is 

less risky to invest than not to invest 

at all. Furthermore, investments in 

infrastructure will have multiplier ef-

fects. Hence, creating favourable busi-

ness environments for foreign inves-

tors is a must.

Connectivity remains the backbone of 

the economies and societies in the re-

gion, and this is why there need to be 

functional connections. More than ever 

before, countries need to ensure reliable 

and operational connections between 

the east and the West, and the north 

and the south of Central and eastern 

europe as well as strong transatlantic 

connections. And finally, the Three Seas 

initiative remains an important euro-

pean regional contribution to greater 

economic convergence in the eu.
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TASlovEniA'S prESidEnT Borut 
Pahor and former Prime 
Minister Miro Cerar with Rick 
Perry, former US Secretary of 
Energy at 3SI forum in 2019

3Si MEMbErS: Austria, Bulgaria, Estonia, Croatia, Lithu-
ania, Latvia, Poland, Romania, Slovakia, Slovenia, the 

Czech Republic and Hungary
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retaining financial stability 
and taking advantage of new 

opportunities
In 2020, we were faced with unprecedented challenges caused by the outbreak of the coronavirus. 
The COVID-19 pandemic caused multiple changes in our lives. To tackle the crises, swift and efficient 
actions were crucial. Up to now, Slovenia has adopted seven coronavirus legislative packages. The 

measures included are temporary and targeted at those people and businesses who need help the 
most.

g

view of Slovenia’s finance minister

Author: Andrej Šircelj, 
Slovenian Minister for 

Finance

The coronavirus relief measures 

provide solidarity allowance for 

pensioners, students, and children, 

an allowance for large families, and 

an allowance at the birth of a child. 

in the economic field, the measures 

include compensation for wait-

ing for work, covering fixed costs, 

state-guarantee loans, deferral of 

payment of obligations for borrow-

T
which rank slovenia among the most 

reliable countries for investment.  

GDP-growth forecasts for 2021 and 

2022 predict a fast rebound after the 

crisis. a fast rebound would mean rap-

id economic growth and thus new jobs 

and better living conditions.

We need to be aware that we are not 

returning to the “old normality” once 

the pandemic is over. However, it is 

essential that we recognize all the 

new opportunities arising from this. 

We have to focus on investing in 

green and digital economy and inno-

vations. i believe that by cooperating 

and exchanging best practices, we will 

ensure progress, maintain the stabil-

ity of public finances, and improve 

living conditions for people.

ers, and funds for bank-loan guar-

antees.

The Slovenian financial system main-

tained its stability, which means the 

measures were effective. This is also 

confirmed by the rating agencies, 
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The corona crisis has shuffled the cards in the international arena, presenting a unique 
opportunity for Southeast Europe to attract international supply chains that are looking for better 

risk management options, argues Blaž Brodnjak, the CEO of NLB, a banking group with a strong 
systemic position in the region, and one of the most important business groups in the countries 

of former Yugoslavia.

b

Interview: Blaž Brodnjak, CEo of nlb group

Authors: Tine Kračun, Jan Tomše
photos: iztok lazar

A historic opportunity 
for the Adriatic region
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Despite last year’s pandemic, nLB ac-

tively continued to implement its 

strategy in the region. at the end of 

the year, it completed the purchase of a 

stake of 83.23% in Komercijalna Banka 

a.d. Belgrade (KB). This was the final 

milestone in this important deal aimed 

at realizing nLB’s goal – to become a 

leading financial institution with its 

headquarters and focus in its home re-

gion, southeast europe. The KB acquisi-

tion makes nLB the third-largest bank 

in serbia in terms of total assets. With 

Blaž Brodnjak, the CEO of NLB bank, 

we talked about the impact and conse-

quences of the pandemic in the region, 

the opportunities arising from the cri-

sis, and the role and activities of nLB as 

a systemic bank.

In your opinion, how did the coro-

na crisis affect economic and social 

life in Southeast Europe?

The impact is diverse and manifests it-

self differently in individual sectors as 

well as countries. it is also necessary to 

understand the difference between the 

first wave with full lockdowns, and the 

second wave when industrial produc-

tion was exempt from closures. There-

fore, we can see a very robust picture 

in manufacturing, where we are wit-

nessing almost the same year-on-year 

volumes as in 2019, both in terms of 

electricity consumption and produc-

tion volume. For the most part, this 

also holds for revenue. Food retailers 

have recorded growth, as has the phar-

maceutical sector. There are also many 

first-class Tier-1 automotive suppliers 

in slovenia that maintained a solid or-

der book, and their capacities will be 

almost fully utilized by the end of this 

year’s first quarter. By far the historical-

ly highest proportion of unused loans 

at the moment had been earmarked 

for financing working capital. Since the 

deposits of the corporate are still grow-

ing, this implies that aggregate liquidity 

is still very robust. On the other hand, 

we also have industries that are af-

fected by the lockdown or cannot carry 

out activities at all, which means they 

have no cash flow. Those industries 

are forced to rely on state provision. in 

doing so, it is essential to ensure these 

companies survive during the closure 

of their business operations. The meas-

ures that make this possible are fiscal. 

Whether they are sufficient for all seg-

ments and subsystems is debatable. 

However, there is always some moral 

hazard present as well. When things 

go bad, we expect the state to get in-

volved, and when things go well, we 

want to limit its involvement. in this 

part of the world, there is also much 

improvising, a lot of work is done ille-

gally which is not good either from a 

healthcare perspective, since we have 

no control over people’s movements, 

or from an economic perspective, as 

this overburdens the public coffers. The 

truth is always somewhere in between, 

but closed businesses need enough 

help to survive until the measures can 

be lifted and they can resume their op-

erations. slovenia shares the fate of the 

core central european countries. Tour-

ism is also moderately to fairly repre-

sented in our GDP. On the other hand, 

among the countries in the region, 

serbia is by far the least dependent on 

the EU. It is self-sufficient in food and 

energy and open to all sides, from rus-

sia, China, and Turkey to the eu and 

the usa. Overall, serbia is by far the 

least affected by this crisis. If we look 

at the pandemic measures in southeast 

europe outside slovenia, we see that 

many countries have not closed public 

life. in Bosnia and Herzegovina, people 

can visit restaurants, go skiing, or visit 

shopping centres without restrictions. 

However, their health situation is not 

significantly worse than in Slovenia. 

Indeed, they cannot afford to introduce 

measures to such an extent as in our 

country. as a result, the population 

may be more affected health-wise but 

not economically. if we look at serbia, 

which has not had a complete lock-

down during the pandemic, their econ-

omy is very robust. The prime minister 

Ana Brnabić even estimates the GDP 

had only shrunk from 1% to a maxi-

mum of 2% in 2020.

Slovenia ranks fourth among Euro-

pean countries in terms of invest-

ments in Serbia. How do you see 

Slovenia’s role in Serbian economy? 

And what about the NLB’s role, 

especially after taking over the 

Komercijalna banka?

serbia is a ‘natural terrain’ for us. in 

austria, Germany, and italy, slovenia 

is emerging as an exporter building the 

d
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Made in slovenia brand. in the markets 

of southeast europe, however, this 

brand is already established. During the 

transition period, the brand’s recogni-

tion was somewhat lost, but now it is 

coming back. recent transactions car-

ried out by slovenian companies are 

once again returning slovenian capi-

tal to a more significant extent. Petrol 

is becoming the second strongest oil 

trader in Croatia, and nLB the third 

strongest bank in serbia. We operate in 

two key industries: energy and finance. 

in the region, there are no global play-

ers from usa, uK or Germany. The 

French are also withdrawing, while 

the russian and the Turkish players 

are trying to assert their influence, 

hindered by the european Commis-

sion’s pushback. This is a specific and 

competitive environment, which offers 

great opportunity to local and regional 

players, provided they have the poten-

tial and a vision of what they want to 

do. in recent years, slovenian compa-

nies have significantly reduced their 

debt and are once again looking beyond 

slovenia’s borders. another option (for 

them -- ed.) is to organise production 

and sales activities in the countries of 

the region. To a certain extent, slove-

nian companies are seen as role models 

in the region due to the country’s eu 

membership, the adoption of the euro, 

a focus on sustainability and its qual-

ity of life. slovenia is also viewed as a 

‘local’. speaking similar languages is an 

asset, while a shared history is not only 

a burden but a great advantage, too.

Where do you see the role of Slove-

nian businesses in promoting the 

internationalisation of the econo-

my in the region?

i believe reconnection is the key to this 

region. it is not about nostalgia for the 

former yugoslavia, but about removing 

restrictions on the movement of peo-

ple, goods, and capital – possibly in the 

form of a free trade agreement. i think 

the scandinavian model is a good ex-

ample, since not all countries in that 

region are in the eu nor do they all use 

the euro as currency. These are very 

similar circumstances to our region. 

We also have the advantage of being 

located almost in the heart of europe. 

Due to the accessibility of waterways 

and the appropriate infrastructure, this 

area also has a logistically ideal loca-

tion. adriatic ports provide the most 

favourable access to Central europe, 

with three or even four efficient lo-

gistic corridors connecting the region 

with the centre of europe. This opens 

up great opportunities for logistics. in 

that respect, slovenia has a very good 

starting point as it is very close to the 

industrial cluster of south Germany, 

which is the strongest in europe.

What do you see as the main 

opportunities for the region? 

The key may be in the specialisation. 

slavonia region (in Croatia --ed.) and 

serbia are ideal for food production. 

This can be an enormous business op-

portunity, especially with regards to 

the sustainable food production, not 

only for self-sufficiency, but also for 

supplying other parts of europe. Tour-

ism is also an opportunity. not mass 

tourism, but sustainable boutique 

tourism at the highest level. We have 
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the natural resources, but we need to 

provide services at an appropriate level 

that would justify the premium prices 

charged in that niche. it should also be 

noted that labour costs in this region 

are still lower than elsewhere in eu-

rope. in the context of the corona crisis, 

this is one of the historic opportunities. 

A significant portion of global supply 

chains are returning from the Pacific to 

europe. The reason is to better manage 

risks in the event of another pandemic 

outbreak. 

i also see an opportunity in the chang-

ing patterns in our daily behaviour, be-

cause we move more locally - and will 

continue to do so in the future – and 

on the other hand there is less day-to-

day work travel. Both address the sus-

tainable agenda. 

also, the region’s competitiveness can-

not be underestimated. Labour costs - 

except for higher wages in slovenia due 

to excessive taxation - are still lower 

and the population is solidly educated. 

Just take a look at what a vision can do. 

To me, an outstanding role model is 

south Korea, which is a leading coun-

try today in four extremely important 

global industries. it was a vision of one 

man who managed to attract the oth-

ers. now is the time for the see region 

– especially with the flood of interna-

tional measures of financial assistance 

– to build productive infrastructure 

on which to base sustainable develop-

ment in targeted activities.

What are the major challenges 

the region needs to overcome to 

achieve a breakthrough? And what 

is NLB’s role as one of the leading 

banks in the region?

The key thing is political stability with 

a clear vision. We know that no serious 

shift will happen without this. a clear 

vision means political predictability. a 

precondition, though, is national unity 

regarding key priorities, independent 

of ideology or any establishment stric-

tures. some countries in the region 

have this vision, others do not. But 

everyone in the same space is compet-

ing with economies that have that vi-

sion. Just look at the Digital serbia pro-

ject, which is a great example. serbia 

has made a decision to become a leader 

in the region in digital technologies. 

Today, they educate by far the largest 

number of computer scientists. Bel-

grade, niš, and novi sad are becoming 

hubs for the development of informa-

tion technology, both for europe and 

for other parts of the world. and this 

happened in less than ten years from 

taking the decision for such a direction. 

The region should come together to 

address and properly outline what its 

basic competitive advantages are, both 

in terms of the whole area and of in-

dividual countries, and then to pursue 

common goals jointly. a connected 

single market would be more competi-

tive, more sovereign, and more resil-

ient to shocks. For this, we need people 

with a clear vision and a sincere inter-

est in such networking. We need regu-

lar dialogue to reach common solu-

tions. Crucially, this should be based on 

economic pragmatism, not ideological 

beliefs.

How would you comment a propo-

sition that this dialogue could be 

hastened by the business itself and 

NLB as a strong regional bank?

nLB implements its strategy in the 

region independently. We do not ex-

pect any help; we received state aid 

in the past and now our mission is to 

return it. Since the financial rehabilita-

tion, nLB has already paid more than 

eur 1.8 billion into slovenian budget 

through purchases in privatisation, 

dividends, payments of different types 

of taxes and contributions. The state’s 

share in the bank is currently worth 
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some eur 240m, so the total assets 

returned to the state to date stand at 

more than eur 2 billion. The state has 

invested a total of eur 2.23 billion in 

nLB. With the expected growth in div-

idends and market capitalisation, we 

will fully repay this amount within a 

few years. 

Our strategy is therefore implemented 

autonomously, independently of the 

state. However, when i visit countries 

where we are present, i take every 

opportunity to appeal to the impor-

tance of greater connectivity, a com-

mon view, and a larger market, which 

would result in a better offer of value 

for investors from abroad. serbia un-

derstands this. in terms of the share of 

foreign direct investment per capita in 

recent years, serbia is among the lead-

ers in the world. so, it has opened up 

to the world, recognising great value 

in foreign direct investment. By im-

plementing its strategy, nLB promotes 

integration, openness, market expan-

sion, and meritocracy. The latter must 

be achieved in all subsystems. 

So what are the key priorities?

in my opinion, the key priority for a 

small, open economy is becoming in-

ternationally competitive. everyone in 

the region should be actively involved 

in this goal as we are in the nLB Group. 

We want to help the economy with 

investments that both increase com-

petitiveness and are sustainable. as 

companies become stronger and more 

successful, all of us who support them 

and cooperate with them, become or 

are becoming, stronger and more suc-

cessful as well.

How would you define NLB’s posi-

tion in the region?
NLB deals with socially relevant 
topics since we are a systemically 
important group. Following the 
acquisition of Komercijalna Banka, 
we rank among the three largest 
banks in six countries in the region. 
This puts us in a special position, 
and also imposes on us a lot of 
responsibility. Looking at it from a 
sustainability perspective, we made 
a statement by deciding not to 
fund coal-based technologies any 
longer. It is a statement that is not 
political but systemic: “We need to 
accelerate renewable energy in the 
region.” Throughout the region, 
we are looking for opportunities to 

fund wind farms, as well as solar and 
hydropower plants. In doing so, we 
are trying to accelerate the transfor-
mation of the energy sector in the 
direction of sustainable resources. 
At the same time, we also advoca-
te other elements of our socially 
responsible platform - i.e. social 
and management - by advocating 
meritocracy and equality in business 
and personal relations within society 
and in the wider environment. By di-
gitalising services, we make services 
accessible anywhere but also lower 
our carbon footprint – not only 
because customers do not need to 
travel to have access to our services, 
but also because we are a paperless 
business.  

Where do you see the biggest chal-

lenge for sustainable development 

in the region? For example, there 

are problems in competition bet-

ween companies from Slovenia and 

the EU on one side and companies 

from the East, which do not have 

certain requirements and restric-

tions on sustainability and the 

environment. Will the corona crisis 

change the way we view thinking 

and practices in sustainability? 

This is a tough question. it makes lit-

tle sense to take a simplified view of 

the approaches and practices by com-

petitors from the east, as they are 

also very competitive technologically. 

Heads of state must certainly step up 

in their thinking about renewable ap-

proaches – but this realization must 

mature in the minds of every indi-

vidual. is it really necessary to pro-

duce so much waste and emissions? 

For me, digitalisation is one of the 

Where do you see the region in 

economic and social terms in 10 

years?

i want to see the region as one of the 

fastest development areas in europe. 

i want to see a much more connected 

region, about to establish - or with al-

ready established - single economic 

zone. in my opinion, slovenia and 

Croatia should argue in Brussels that 

if some countries are not able to fully 

join the eu, they should at least be al-

lowed to join economically. This would 

mean the region would somehow be 

‘attached’ to the eu as an economic 

zone. This seems to me to be socially 

responsible on the part of the europe-

an Commission. i see no reason why an 

area of 14 million people, surrounded 

by eu countries, could not become part 

of this area. anyhow, the only way to 

reduce political risks and social pres-

sures in Bosnia and Herzegovina is full 

integration into the eu. 
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positive impacts of the corona crisis. 

However, the unwanted consequence 

of more online purchases is also 

more packaging waste. What does 

this mean in terms of waste manage-

ment, and also self-discipline to act 

responsibly? instead of turning the 

awareness to the importance of clean 

environment, the opposite is hap-

pening: through irresponsible waste 

management, people are showing 

less interest in such topics. Lately, we 

have seen how we can contribute to 

a cleaner environment. at nLB, em-

ployees can work from home perma-

nently if they choose so. This means 

less commuting and less environ-

mental pollution. i understand those 

who do not decide to work from 

home for objective reasons, but less 

those who do not have a good reason 

for it. also, we can either choose to do 

business using paper or go paperless. 

We can use solid fuels for heating or 

opt for natural gas. We are individuals 

facing decisions what to give up and 

invest in sustainability. even though 

this may mean, for example, addi-

tional eur 20 in monthly costs. it is 

a conscious decision and, unless it re-

sults in social distress, it is no longer 

excusable to maximise the economic 

situation of an individual at the cost 

of further destruction of the environ-

ment. Heads of state must understand 

that they can no longer sacrifice air. 

This is a problem in the countries of 

se europe, where air quality on indi-

vidual days is the worst in the world, 

and it must be dealt with decisively at 

the systemic level. There are interna-

tional aid and policy instruments that 

can address these challenges. 

You have repeatedly emphasi-

sed the importance of structural 

reforms. Why?
If countries want to position them-
selves as internationally competitive 
economies, then it is essential to adapt 
the supportive environment. In Slove-
nia, for example, this means the imple-
mentation of structural reforms. Ma-
inly labour law, tax legislation, capital 
markets, pension system. I would also 
highlight the reform of the education 
system, which is urgently needed if we 
want to have an education system that 
follows actual market needs. It is also 
important to understand the impor-
tance of capital. Domestic capital is not 
a bad thing, but it can be an additional 
incentive in the development of our 
multinationals through issuing shares 
on the Ljubljana Stock Exchange. NLB 
is a good example of an ownership 
model that operates on the principle 
of a core owner with a holding of 25% 
+ 1 share. This model can be applied 
both to state-owned companies and 
to privately-owned ones, which the 
owner has brought to the point to 

enable additional incentive. The listing 
allows him or her to withdraw com-
pletely from the ownership role, gain 
additional capital in the market, and 
appoint professional managers to the 
management. Slovenia’s population 
owns financial assets of a total EUR 55 
billion. If only 5% of these assets were 
earmarked for the development of 
Slovenian companies so that the popu-
lation would take part in their success 
– both through dividends and through 
growth in the market value of capital 
shares – then we could be a different 
society. Also, if we encouraged internal 
company ownership by making it tax-
-stimulating, we would achieve a lot 
more. Above all, we would ensure that 
in Slovenia, we have companies with 
an international reach, quality corpo-
rate governance, and the ambition to 
become a homeland of success and 
talent magnet. Attractive and compe-
titively paid jobs will retain and attract 
the best talents to our countries and, 
together, we could create an enviro-
nment with one of the highest quality 
of life on the planet.
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How the coronavirus 
outbreak is transforming 

the insurance industry
During the pandemic the 

insurance industry has had 
to adapt a significant part of 
its business approach almost 

overnight.

b

regional Sector overview - insurance

Author: jan TomšeT
The onset of COViD-19 pandemic 

has brought many new challenges 

to many business sectors, including 

the insurance industry. as govern-

ments across the globe imposed na-

tional lockdowns and movement re-

strictions, insurers have been forced 

to adapt to the new situation while 

at the same time maintain business 

continuity—often by the smart use 

of digital tools—while still taking all 

the required precautions to minimise 

customers’ and employees’ exposure 

to the virus. The adriatic region is 

no exception. The impact of the pan-

demic on the industry in the region 

was felt in multiple ways—from em-

ployee and business continuity is-

sues, to client service considerations 

to the financial outlook.

The very basic principle of the insur-

ance has its foundations in trust and 

avoidance of damaging reputational 

risk during challenging times. in cir-

cumstances such as pandemic insurers 

need an even higher level of fair re-

spondence to their customers’ needs. 

This means they offer flexibility espe-

cially to those most adversely affected 

by COViD-19 or the lockdowns. 

However, the insurers are not only 

being challenged by their customers’ 

rapidly changing needs and demands, 

but also by their very own ones. re-

viewing and updating their crisis 

management plans as well as taking 

steps to continue operations with 

a minimum of disruption to clients 

may be found at the very top of their 

business transformation strategies. 

They are also carefully deliberating 

the potential impact of the corona-

virus on their short-term and long-
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term financial outlooks. Claims' costs 

will likely be specific to the types of 

business that insurers write and their 

policy wordings.

The big-picture concern remains how 

the outbreak might affect the econom-

ic environment—specifically, pros-

pects for growth and profitability in 

insurers’ underwriting and investment 

portfolios. insurers in the region and 

globally would likely be affected by a 

sharp slowdown in economic activity, 

which would undermine growth and 

perhaps even contract insurable expo-

sures.

And THE WinnErS …
The upper hand in the adriatic re-

gion will have those who adapt their 

business models to the new post-

covid normal, while also overcoming 

structural barriers to competitive-

ness and innovation. The companies 

should primarily prioritize restruc-

turing their operations and logistics 

chains to make these more resil-

ient to future shocks. They should 

also further accelerate digitalization 

throughout value generation chains 

also by increasing the efficiency of 

investment and operational costs. 

Furthermore, new products and ser-

vices will need to be developed in or-

der to respond to the rapid changes 

in client demands.

unfortunately, regulatory obstacles 

in the region make it difficult to set 

up investment mechanisms to sup-

port companies, such as private eq-

uity and debt instruments, venture 

capital, crowdfunding platforms, or 

business angel groups. For the com-

panies, it is becoming inevitable to 

adapt to post-coronavirus reality and 

to compete domestically and inter-

nationally by acquiring the needed 

support for soft investments. These 

should include areas such as improv-

ing investment readiness, upgrading 

processes, managerial innovation, 

export readiness, acquiring licenses, 

and adopting digital solutions. These 

would enable the insurance sector 

to overcome the pandemic crisis and 

play out its important role of regional 

shock absorber helping the economy 

getting back on track. 

Solid CApiTAliZATion iS viTAl
The major impact that COVID-19 is having on insurance markets 
is mainly felt through asset risks, notably capital markets volati-
lity, and via weaker premium growth prospects. Strict lockdown 
measures helped maintain satisfactory performance, as motor 
and medical claims had a positive impact on loss ratios, per 
S&P’s. It is expected that most COVID-19-related losses, espe-
cially those from business interruption and event cancellation, 
be picked up by reinsurers. Therefore primary insurers’ technical 
performance is unlikely to deteriorate materially. 
Developing products, particularly regarding life insurance, are 
likely to shrink in real terms due to the economic slowdown. It 
is also expected that these products, through their riskier asset 
allocation, will experience more declines in return on equity than 
developed ones. Ultralow interest rates mean that the most 
significant source of risk to insurers is the performance of invest-
ments, especially life insurers with guaranteed back books. As it 
is becoming clear the pandemic will have an enormous impact 
on the economy as a whole, insurers are expected to continue 
to serve as shock absorbers for the economy and society. This is 
leading to the conclusion that it is of extreme importance for the 
industry to be prepared for large loss events such as a pandemic, 
and should be well-capitalized for any onrush of claims. Ph
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CuSToMEr ConTACTS
One of the biggest challenges is that all of this is happening at the same 
time as a huge increase in customer contact, i.e. an increase in customer 
inquiries, claims and complaints relating to their insurance products. 
Intermediaries are playing a crucial role at the customer interface, particularly in 
commercial and specialty lines. Insurers will have to communicate consistently and 
frequently via multiple channels (e.g., call centres and agent portals) and through 
intermediaries. The industry’s response will reshape policyholder trust and behaviour 
for years to come.

rEMoTE WorKing
The mass shift to remote working is preeminent for all insurers. In many 
ways, the situation has dramatically increased the trend and expanded the 
digital plans that already existed. Many insurers have been looking at ways 
to increase their operational digital footprint and connectivity, with a lower 
reliance on physical interactions with people. 
However, there is an increasing risk of consumer error due to the large 
amount of information being given to the customer in written form as the 
customer might not be able to adequately read it or decipher it.

CybEr riSK & FrAud ATTEMpTS
Remote working is currently so widespread 
that it is likely to prompt an increase in hacking 
attempts by individuals seeking to exploit vulne-
rabilities for various purposes, such as to obtain 
customer data, siphon off financial information, 
or simply disrupt services. Therefore, there is also an urgent 
and increasing need to mitigate against the potential for fraud 
– with remote working there has already been an increase in 
fraudulent claim attempts.

digiTAl opErATionS
More advanced digital sales processes, underwriting, 
claims, and administrative processes are in a much 
stronger position than others, even if processing time 
is slower now than in normal circumstances. There is 
an increasing risk of losing customers to more digitally-
-savvy competitors. Moreover, the insurance market regulators across 
the countries require more extensive use of technology, remote authen-
tication to replace face-to-face underwriting processes, they have relaxed 
requirements for insurance intermediaries to undertake face-to-face 
financial needs analysis and enable insurers to be flexible in providing or 
extending insurance coverage without complete paper documentation.

b

regional Sector 
overview - insurance

The  
impact 

of new 
reality on 
insurance 

industry

Author: jan Tomše

The COVID-19 pandemic 
is dramatically 

affecting how people 
engage with one 

another across all 
industries and 

countries. 
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rEviEW oF THE ExiSTing diSTribuTion ModElS
The intermediaries and distribution models may be reviewed in some 

markets, especially in the small and medium companies and mid-market 
segments. With more contact now taking place directly with customers as 

intermediaries struggle, some insurers may decide to do more business with 
customers directly themselves after the COVID-19 crisis, perhaps through digital 
channels, which in turn could impact how customised these products are in the 

future.

AdjuSTMEnTS in produCT dESign, CovErAgE And 
priCing 
Insurers may need to adjust their operations in relation to the pro-

duct design, coverage and pricing, in order to continue providing 
insurance services to financially distressed individuals and busines-
ses, and in addition, overcome practical difficulties due to physical 
distancing measures. It may include a review of products that will 

be impacted by COVID-19, to ensure they continue to meet cu-
stomers’ needs and the adjustments of insurance coverage due to 
movement restriction in certain business lines and the expansion 

of insurance coverage for COVID-19 risks for hard-hit business lines 
(e.g. commercial property, workers’ compensation, credit insurance 

for small and medium enterprises and mortgage insurance).

KEEping THE diSTribuTion 
CHAnnElS WorKing

Another key operational area is insurers' inte-
ractions with the insurance intermediaries. 

Some intermediaries lack IT infrastructure, and 
are having more difficulty providing administrative services. In nume-
rous countries insurers still sell all or some of their products primarily 

through tied agents. This is largely sold face-to-face, even if there 
is available technology enablement. Some insurance intermediaries 

are facing a liquidity crunch – new business has slowed down due to 
difficulties in visiting the clients resulting in the loss of revenue, and 
in some cases, they also need to refund premiums already written. 
This has included intermediaries whose product premium is based 

on economic metrics, such as turnover or payroll, and intermediaries 
whose policyholders will seek mid-term adjustments or cancellations 

for policies not required during lockdown. In the given circumstances 
the insurers need to keep the distribution channels working, change 

compensation rules, give credit or advance payments to their agents 
and support them in obtaining government assistance if they want to 

secure distribution capacity for the future.

p
Physical distancing and other quarantine 

measures have demanded that vital activ-

ities that previously took place in person, 

have now been transferred to digital and 

remote channels. This change has been 

affecting insurance distribution—both 

in the short term, or as long as physi-

cal distancing measures continue, and 

also in the longer term. The society’s 

relationship with technology and 

remote interactions is continu-

ously developing and improv-

ing. insurers need to continu-

ally reassess their distribution 

model with regards to their 

insurance products, cus-

tomers, sales force and 

the technology that 

they use in order 

to prepare them 

for the unpre-

dictable.
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changes are coming, 
and they will alter the 

customer experience 
Discussion about risks, challenges and opportunities in the insurance industry during the 

coronavirus and in the post-coronavirus world with Gorazd Čibej, the Managing Director of the 
Insurance Supervision Agency, which is responsible for supervision of insurance undertakings, 

insurance agencies, insurance brokerage companies, insurance agents and insurance brokers in 
the Slovenian market.

b

Interview: Gorazd Čibej, Director of the Insurance Supervision Agency

Author: jan Tomše 
Photos: Uroš Hočevar/DELO

Can you give us a general overvi-

ew of the most immediate, most 

detrimental risks in the insurance 

market?

The biggest risks remain market and 

macroeconomic risks. The high mar-

ket risk is due to the volatility of 

stock indices in world markets and 

the volatility of government and cor-

porate bond rates. One of the biggest 

problems that insurers face are low 

returns on capital markets, meaning 

that yields for the next 20 years are 

likely to remain negative. Given the 

current uncertainty and forecasts of 

the general macroeconomic indica-

C tors, a reduction in these risks in the 

short term is not expected.

Furthermore, the epidemic and the 

consequent transition to work from 

home have increased operational 

risks, especially cyber risks. recent 

global attacks have shown how ex-

posed we are to online criminals and 

insurers are increasingly responding 

with products to protect their cus-

tomers. However, providing insur-

ance against cyber risks is compli-

cated. unlike natural catastrophes, 

cyber risks have no geographical 

boundaries. This raises questions of 

accumulation and aggregation, and is 

one reason why insurers tend to be 

overcautious regarding cyber risks. a 

key factor limiting the development 

of cyber insurance solutions is the 

lack of data available for insurers to 

analyse. This makes cyber risks diffi-
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cult to understand and price. There-

fore, if policymakers wish to shift risk 

away from society, they must provide 

information on the nature of cyber-

attacks available on an aggregate and 

anonymised basis. This would enable 

insurers to refine the protection they 

offer to clients.

in terms of the slovenian market, at 

the time of the outbreak, the risks of 

profitability and solvency of insur-

ance companies increased, however 

they still remain relatively low. simi-

larly, the liquidity risk for the insur-

ance sector remains low. 

What has been, so far, the major 

impact of the pandemic on the 

insurance sector?

in the insurance sector, the most ob-

vious potential impact of the Covid-19 

pandemic is an increase in insurance 

claims from death, hospitalisation, 

events cancellation and business in-

terruption cover, among other even-

tualities. Yet, these have not signifi-

cantly affected insurers’ solvency so 

far. However, this may be due to de-

lays in claims submission because of 

restrictions on movement, exclusion 

of pandemic events from insurance 

contracts, protracted loss adjustment 

process or diversification effects (eg. 

higher insured death pay-outs being 

offset by lower annuity payments or 

lower claims from motor insurance). 

in some emerging market economies, 

low insurance penetration rates mean 

that most of the financial losses are 

not covered by insurers.

Volatile financial markets and the 

global economic downturn have had 

a greater impact on insurers, particu-

larly life insurers, due to large hold-

ings of fixed income securities and, 

correspondingly, exposure to fluctua-

tions in interest rates. The ultra-low 

interest rate environment could de-

press the insurers’ solvency position, 

particularly those with mismatched 

asset-liability profiles. A global eco-

nomic recession, which is becoming 

increasingly likely, might affect insur-

ers in several ways. These include, for 

example, lower demand for insurance 

products, higher surrenders of cer-

tain life insurance policies (that may 

give rise to liquidity pressure) and in-

creased market and credit risk expo-

sures from investment portfolios.

How can the regulatory authority 

help preserve the market’s solven-

cy and quality of services in the 

difficult environment created by 

the health crisis?

The role of the insurance market reg-

ulator is to monitor and preserve the 

profitability and solvency of the in-

surance companies as well as to con-

trol market conduct and to prevent 

unfair trade practices. In the difficult 

market conditions, which arose from 

the COViD-19 outbreak, the insurance 

market regulators need to strengthen 

their activities in order to be able to 

react promptly to the new challenges, 

to safeguard the market solvency po-

sition and to protect the policyhold-

ers.

The supervisor must take care of the 

market in all situations and, especially 

in emergencies, the supervisor must 

pay special attention to consumer 

protection. The supervisor should be 

reasonable if the insurance compa-

nies have problems with the accuracy 

on the reporting side but should be 

very careful in the field of consumer 

protection. insurers should thus be 

seen as part of the solution and not 

part of the problem.  

Let me give you a concrete example 

from the slovenian insurance mar-

ket. in the spring, access to insurance 

companies was limited to electronic 

channels, which. despite all the posi-

tive effects in terms of efficiency, is 

still a major obstacle and challenge 

for many policyholders, especially the 

elderly. Hence, slovenian insurance 

companies adjusted their operations 

in accordance with the restrictions 

adopted by the government due to 

the lockdown.

insurance companies also later main-

tained a high level of accessibility 

through electronic channels and very 

quickly adjusted operationally, so that 

they were ready for the second lock-

down. insurance companies started to 

introduce innovations faster, so now 

they have updated business models, 

which means it is possible to commu-

nicate with customers electronically, 

if the customer so wishes. in the fu-

ture, if it is necessary to comply with 

the restrictions even more strictly, 

this kind of adjustment has proven to 

be very socially responsible.

How did insurers feel the eco-

nomic impact of the coronavirus 

crisis? 

recent events have demonstrated 

how exposed our society and econ-

omies are to the risk of pandem-
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ics. While the losses associated with 

pandemics are widely covered in in-

surance lines such as life, travel and 

event cancellations, as well as in 

many liability lines (general, medi-

cal, professional), in other lines, such 

as business interruption insurance or 

slovenian supplementary health in-

surance, pandemic risk is considered 

to be a catastrophic risk that cannot 

generally be covered through the 

existing insurance model in which 

the claims of the few are shared by 

the many. standard insurance poli-

cies typically provide protection only 

against risks that cannot all happen at 

the same time, as these can be offered 

at prices that customers can afford.

in practical terms, this means that, 

although specialist and limited mar-

kets do exist for this type of cover, 

insuring a very large group of in-

dividuals and businesses against a 

pandemic cannot be done relying ex-

clusively on the normal principles of 

insurance.

For this reason, it was so far only 

possible to cover pandemic risk in 

specialised insurance policies cover-

ing limited situations and with clear 

cover limits. in a range of non-life 

policies, pandemic risk is not covered 

and therefore has not been included 

in the premiums, and has not been 

reserved nor has it been considered 

in setting the solvency capital.

removing existing limits or providing 

broad, general cover for pandemic risk 

is therefore not possible for the insur-

ance industry alone. That is why in the 

events such as pandemic the joint in-

volvement of the insurance sector and 

of the state is of crucial importance. 

The insurance supervision agency 

strives to ensure viability of the in-

surance market by pre-emptively 

monitoring economic situation, as-

sessing solvency positions of insurers 

and providing advice on how to best 

implement the required measures. 

Key emphasis is on prompt, timely re-

sponse in order to reduce the overall 

impact on all stakeholders. This year 

COViD-19 crisis showed that prompt 
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measures are most effective. It is 

important to stress that the current 

health crisis is not over. The insur-

ance supervision agency continues to 

monitor and assess the situation and 

will respond accordingly.

Are consumers visibly changing 

their expectations towards the 

insurance providers and products 

(requesting better services or ad-

ded value features associated with 

the basic products / swiftness / 

extended coverages etc.)?

recognising increased consumer vul-

nerability in such uncertain times, it 

is even more important for insurers 

to pay particular attention to treating 

customers fairly under current cir-

cumstances. However, the principle 

of treating customers fairly should 

not violate the fundamentals of the 

insurance business.

iT literate consumers are expecting 

insurance products and services to be 

available online, and they expect fast 

response from insurance provider/dis-

tributor. Literate consumers search for 

products by themselves. They expect 

digital sales channels to work prop-

erly and fast, so that they can arrange 

everything from ‘home’, and even get 

advice, when they need it.

However, less iT literate consumers 

are not visibly changing their expec-

tations towards the insurance provid-

ers and products. They still depend on 

personal contact with insurance pro-

viders or distributors, and their fair 

advice. Their expectation is basically 

to trust the insurance distributor.

all consumers are more and more 

price sensitive, so they constantly 

expect discounts and special offers 

from insurance providers. They are 

prepared to change insurance pro-

viders just because of lower price or 

discount or special bonus, sometimes 

even at the expense of poorer cover-

age (consciously or unconsciously). 

The basic expectation of all consum-

ers has always been the same. That is 

consumers hope they will get what 

they thought they have bought.

Are there any positives from the 

adaptation of insurers due to the 

pandemic?

every crisis also provides new oppor-

tunities as the other side of the same 

coin. Consequently, changing habits 

and opinions of customers provides 

insurance companies with new op-

portunities as well. Customers became 

more health conscious and the impor-

tance of risk mitigation has stepped 

into focus, increasing the need for 

health and wellness services, which 

might indicate growth potential for re-

lated insurance product lines.

Besides handling customer needs, in-

surance companies also need to deal 

with the challenges the coronavirus 

imposed on their own operations. in 

many cases, face-to-face administra-

tion has become impossible, offices 

needed to be closed and operations 

had to be switched to online plat-

forms as employees started to work 

from home. These novelties required 

the introduction and rapid improve-

ment of new digital solutions pro-

viding answers not only to clients’ 

but also to employees’ needs. Many 

insurance companies in the region 

highlighted how digitalisation has 

played a key role in reacting rapidly to 

the pandemic situation and that they 

see continuing digital transformation 

as one of the most important strate-

gic directions for the future as well.

as consumers embrace new and in-

novative digital solutions, the insur-

ance industry continues to strive 

to meet their expectations and use 

new technologies to better serve its 

customers. The COViD-19 pandemic 

has further emphasised the need for 

strong and innovative digital capaci-

ties in the financial sector. However, 

it is up to the regulators to ensure an 

appropriate regulatory framework is 

in place that enables innovation and 

allows consumers, established com-

panies and new market entrants, 

such as insurtechs, to benefit from 

the opportunities that digitalisation 

can offer. This means removing any 

regulatory barriers that may hold 

back innovation, facilitating a data-

driven financial sector and supporting 

a greater uptake of new technologies.

What is the greatest impact on 

consumers and how their attitu-

des will change?

COViD-19 might just prove to be the 

catalyst for innovation in insurance, 

unlocking greater levels of customer 

experience and personalisation that 

has long been overdue. as a result 

of the current situation, there is a 

unique opportunity for insurers to re-

think and innovate as they adjust and 

respond.
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Firstly, there may be a need for new 

products. some insurers have already 

had some fascinating early stage ide-

as about products that would be pay-

able in the case of pandemics or epi-

demics. The concept would be that 

there is a small lump sum payout 

to help a customer meet any kind 

of increased or new expenditure for 

certain defined events. For exam-

ple, pandemics could be included, 

with a payout being triggered once 

a certain number of cases have been 

registered in the customer’s state or 

region. in addition, products that are 

more similar to critical illness or rid-

ers on existing policies, which pay 

upon being diagnosed, could emerge 

as increasingly more popular around 

the world. economic crises caused by 

COViD-19 together with a low-inter-

est-rate environment will force the 

insurance sector to find some new 

products or solutions in life insur-

ance, too. 

secondly, there could be an increase 

in the appetite for usage-based in-

surance (uBi) products – where the 

premium payable is based on the 

extent to which a certain activity is 

performed. The simplest example is 

for motor insurance where, through 

telematics and data analysis, a cus-

tomer would be charged according to 

the actual number of miles they drive 

rather than paying fixed premiums 

over time. a counter argument to 

this is that, in the wake of COViD-19, 

consumer willingness to take public 

transport will drop, meaning that per-

sonal car travel becomes even more 

ingrained than before. 

Insurance industry, at least its 

major part, is generally known as 

strongly typified and less per-

sonalised. Is this now perhaps 

changing as a result of various 

different practices that insurers 

needed to implement and apply? 

it is. i reckon that perhaps the most 

significant changes will be in the way 

that insurance products are sold, 

serviced and the usage of customer 

data. These changes will lead to much 

greater levels of personalisation and 

thus change the customer experience 

and value proposition.

insurance has long struggled with 

the fact that it is not as personalised 

as other products. The offerings are 

relatively standardised and custom-

ers only buy their cover infrequent-

ly, sometimes indirectly through an 

agent or broker. For many custom-

ers, it is a grudge purchase. They do 

not particularly want to spend their 

money on insurance, but they know 

they should. 

There are signs that, due to the 

COViD-19 situation, this will begin 

to change. insurers are recognising 

they need to bring more value to 

their customers, with more person-

alised offerings and communications 

on a more segmented basis. One of 

the notable features of the situation 

has been the great boom in online 

communication between people, 

including via video. it’s anticipated 

that some insurance products will 

likely start to be sold through a ‘digi-

tal first’ advice approach – where 

customers engage with an advisor 

via a video call in the first instance, 

before the sale moves to other chan-

nels to complete. 

To conclude, the digital opportunity 

for insurers extends beyond the cus-

tomer and broker interactions at the 

point of sale. COViD-19 has further 

highlighted the need for insurers to 

streamline, improve and digitalise op-

erations and claims functions. insur-

ers are more than ever recognising 

the linkage between customer expe-

rience and the digital strategy, trans-

formation approach and operational 

improvement.
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great opportunities will 
emerge during the gradual 

recovery from the crisis 
The key risks for insurance 
companies because of the 

reduction of entrepreneurial 
activity will be related to the 
business conditions in which 

companies emerge from 
the crisis. The recovery will 
be uneven across sectors 

and countries, and the 
economies will on average 

only reach the level of activity 
before the epidemic in the 
middle of 2022, estimates 
David Benedek, a member 
of the Management Board 

of Zavarovalnica Triglav, the 
largest Slovenian insurance 

company. Benedek also 
emphasizes the growth 

potential opportunities in 
the Adriatic region in the 

forthcoming time, especially 
in the two largest insurance 
markets, Croatia and Serbia.

b

interview: david benedek, Zavarovalnica Triglav

Author: jan Tomše

How would you in the Triglav Gro-

up assess your operations in the 

Adriatic region last year?

The spread of the coronavirus with 

the onset of the pandemic has caused 

a decline in the macroeconomic in-

dicators resulting in the extreme 

volatility of global financial markets. 

in these demanding conditions, we 

operated profitably, safely and under 

the strategic guidelines, and even 

more directly implemented our mis-

sion to create a safer future. We dy-

namically adapted our operations in 

individual markets with measures 

that protect the health of employees, 

customers and other stakeholders, 

while continuously providing ser-

vices and remaining sustainably ori-

ented and closely connected to the 

environment in which we operate.

as far as annual results are con-
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cerned, we estimate that the planned 

annual profit before tax of the Triglav 

Group for 2020 (between eur 95 and 

105 million) will be reduced by be-

tween 10 and 25 per cent. as origi-

nally planned, the Group expects to 

record around eur 1.2 billion in con-

solidated gross written premiums 

from insurance operations, with a 

combined ratio of below 95%. Based 

on current analysis, we estimate that 

our insurance and investment port-

folio is sufficiently resilient and that 

the capital position is adequate to 

be able to deal with increased risks. 

This is also confirmed by high credit 

ratings (“a”) received in 2020 with a 

stable medium-term outlook from 

two reputable credit rating agencies. 

We expect that some claims that 

were not reported due to lower eco-

nomic activity or other restrictions 

on the movement of policyholders 

during last year will be paid in the 

financial year 2021. For this purpose, 

we have formed appropriate tech-

nical provisions, ensuring the long-

term security of policyholders.

What were the biggest business 

challenges from the business 

environment perspective and 

approach to business - given the 

specific circumstances related to 

the corona crisis?

We primarily took care of the health 

of our employees, customers and 

other stakeholders and ensured 

that our services were continuously 

available. The epidemic did not catch 

us unprepared. For many years the 

Triglav Group has been digitalizing 

our processes in order to offer our 

services remotely. The state of emer-

gency even stimulated and brought 

additional impetus to some planned 

strategic development activities. We 

believe that we have taken an addi-

tional step towards the digital trans-

formation of the Group.

Specifically, last year we upgraded 

our key processes at Zavarovalnica 

Triglav with solutions that enable 

signing of documents remotely, , 

online claims reporting and greater 

use of i.triglav digital platform. an 

important additional step was the 

introduction of video identification 

of customers, which is required by 

law for life insurance policies. We are 

proud that our customers welcomed 

our solutions, which was also reflect-

ed in the measured increase of cus-

tomer satisfaction and the increase 

in the share of promoters during the 

(worst) crisis.

Due to extraordinary circumstan-

ces, the insurance industry signi-

ficantly sped up some processes 

last year. How did you strengthen 

and upgrade the digitalisation of 

internal processes and processes 

related to customer relations (B2B, 

B2C) in the Triglav Group?

We recognise digitalisation as an 

important component of our busi-

ness - both in terms of better un-

derstanding of customer needs and 

accessibility of services, as well as 

strengthening the efficiency of our 

business. We want to offer com-

prehensive and, above all, simple 

solutions. The extraordinary situ-

ation encouraged the use of digital 

and other solutions that we have 

established in recent years, mainly 

through introducing an omni-chan-

nel sales approach to customers and 

implementing solutions for remote 

and paperless operations. We will 

continue to make improvements 

in this area in the future, as we are 

convinced that digitalization and 

the development of modern tech-

nological solutions help us improve 

customer relationships and simplify 

our services.

What is the strategic view of 

the Triglav Group in 2021 for its 

operations and positioning in the 

Adriatic region?
For 2021, we estimate that the 
macroeconomic environment for 
our operations will improve com-
pared to the previous year and that 
there could be a gradual economic 
recovery, with GDP not returning to 
the level before 2020. The extent of 
the epidemiological situation at the 
global level remains unknown and is 
a factor of high uncertainty. There 
is risk that the period of severely 
paralysed economic activity will last 
longer and that the decline in GDP 
will be greater and more lasting. In 
2021, the Triglav Group remains 
focused on fulfilling our strategy, 
which commits us to dynamically 
pursue new business opportuniti-
es, which is the foundation of our 
responsible long-term development, 
and operating profitably and safely. 
Based on the selected probable 
scenario of business conditions, we 
plan an annual profit before tax of 
between EUR 85 and 95 million, 
an increased premium volume of 
between EUR 1.2 and 1.3 billion and 
keeping the combined ratio below 
95 per cent.
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What will be the biggest challen-

ges for you as a powerful player in 

the insurance industry, and where 

do you see the biggest opportuni-

ties in the region?

We operate in a dynamic activity 

defined partially by the wider envi-

ronment. For example, population 

ageing, financial market conditions, 

economic and political conditions, 

technological development, cyber 

risks or information security risks, 

climate change and, last but not 

least, the pandemic will all have an 

important impact going forward for 

the economy in general. in addition 

insurance industry is also facing in-

tensified competition, , changes in 

legislation and digitalisation. The 

third dimension is influenced by 

customers’ demand, their needs and 

expectations. We also consider such 

trends when designing strategies 

and plans. This allows us to respond 

appropriately even in extraordinary 

circumstances, where we focus on 

implementing strategic guidelines. i 

would like to stress that insurance 

is a highly regulated activity with 

strict rules and supervision aimed at 

protecting policyholders and other 

stakeholders.

We believe the insurance markets 

in the region, from Croatia to north 

Macedonia, are among the areas 

with growth potential, especially 

the two largest markets, Croatia 

and serbia. We intend to continue 

to strengthen and consolidate the 

Group’s position outside slovenia, 

and our actions toward growth and 

development will be prudent and 

aimed at increasing the Group’s 

value. in the long run, we see an 

opportunity for growth in health, 

life and pension insurance. in the 

region, we expect long-term growth 

of insurance markets and a conse-

quent increase in the share of total 

premiums generated by the Group 

in markets outside slovenia.

How did the partial or, in some 

cases, complete cessation of pro-

duction or operations affect the 

insurance market and the econo-

my in Slovenia and the region?

The world economy, affected by 

the COViD-19 pandemic, recovered 

slowly in the third quarter, after a 

historically high decline in the first 

half of the year. economic activity 

has remained below the level since 

the beginning of the year, with some 

activities, such as transport and tour-

ism, suffering severe consequences. 

While financial market conditions 

continued to stabilise and even im-

prove towards the end of 2020, the 

resurgence of the new coronavirus 

marked the beginning of 2021 in eu-

rope.

in its December publication, the in-

stitute of Macroeconomic analysis 

and Development of slovenia an-

nounced a decline in real GDP of 

6.6% in 2020, which is a slightly 

milder recession than in the euro 

area, and we expect consumer pric-

es to stagnate with zero inflation. 

slovenian industrial production has 

recovered markedly over the second 

half of the year 2020, but the more 

modest recovery in the services 

sector has significantly contributed 

to the slower activity and inter-

national trade. at the same time, 

government aid packages halted 

significant reduction in household 

consumption and mitigated the de-

cline in employment. The survey 

unemployment rate rose moder-

ately to 5.1%, but this is a signifi-

cantly lower level than during the 

previous financial crisis. The budget 

deficit and gross government debt 

increased strongly. 
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What is your view on the risks 

associated with the cessation of 

production or operations in 2021?

The COViD-19 pandemic has curtailed 

the operations of companies in the 

tourism, hospitality, transport and cul-

ture sectors…, which were partly ad-

dressed by central bank measures and 

state aid. To what extent the meas-

ures were appropriate and effective, 

remains to be seen in 2021 when the 

epidemiological picture will recover 

and restrictions for business operators 

will be removed. The key risks are con-

nected with the financial conditions of 

companies, which is directly related to 

the unemployment rate.

For 2021, the outlook for the global 

and european economy is moderately 

favourable and uncertain. Most of-

ficial institutions envisage a solution 

to the health crisis and the phasing 

out of containment measures. These, 

together with sustainable develop-

ment programs, will boost growth. We 

can expect the recovery to be uneven 

across sectors and countries, and the 

level of pre-epidemic activity will not 

be reached before until mid-2022. The 

institutions estimate that the euro 

area and slovenia will record around 

4% real GDP growth and 1% inflation 

rate in 2021. The situation will require 

the continuation of loose economic 

policies, so we can expect the exten-

sive quantitative programs of central 

banks will keep most yields on gov-

ernment bonds at negative levels. in 

the absence of unpredictable shocks, 

corporate bond yields, especially those 

not paralysed by the pandemic, will re-

main low and equity investment will 

be an attractive investment alternative 

in these circumstances.

What will be the impact of these 

risks on the insurance industry?

The success of the insurance indus-

try largely depends on the strength 

and increase in economic activity in 

the coming years. With the contrac-

tion of the economy, we can expect a 

decrease in the volume of insurance 

premiums,and thus a deterioration 

in the profitability of operations. 

The impact will largely depend on 

the severity of the events. as a re-

sult, because of increased risks in the 

environment, an increase in the cost 

of obtaining new capital can also be 

expected. i would like to emphasise 

that in the Triglav Group we care-

fully and comprehensively manage 

risks and maintain the strength of 

our capital position.
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Existing 
problems and 

covid-19

Like the rest of the world, 
the Western Balkans in 

2020 were marked by the 
COVID-19 pandemic in all its 

manifestations – the crisis of 
the health care system, the 
imposition of various state 
measures, and probably the 

biggest economic crisis since 
World War II. 

b

Economic risks in the adriatic region

Author: Sergej Simoniti,  ceo 
coface pkz

The region survived the first wave of 

the pandemic relatively well, relax-

ing the measures during the summer 

tourist season. During the second 

wave, the region experienced severe 

consequences that are still ongoing. 

Governments in the region, as else-

where in the world, have introduced 

various measures to help the economy 

and mitigate the effects of the crisis. 

The pandemic highlighted all the 

existing features of the region’s eco-

nomic environment, and consequent-

ly increased the risks arising from it. 

The region’s economic dependence 

on exports, especially to the eu, the 

importance of some activities, such 

as the automotive industry, and the 

dependence on tourism remain prob-

lematic. a large part of the region 

suffers from the departure of skilled, 

mostly young, labour abroad. The 

T question of how to increase added 

value is also a challenge for practically 

the whole region. another drawback 

is the lack of an efficient public ad-

ministration in most countries in the 

Balkans. The one positive is that the 

aspiring eu members are continu-

ing accession negotiations. Much of 

the region is still marked by latent 

interethnic conflicts, corruption, and 

clientelism. The problem also remains 

poorly developed infrastructure. The 

region remains at the crossroads of 

interests of major powers – the eu, 

russia, China, and, to a lesser extent, 

the united states.

THE WorST AFFECTEd 
SECTorS
The crisis emphasised the region’s 

dependence on certain activities and 

its exposure to certain risks. By far 

is certainly the obvious exposure to 

dependence on tourism sector. De-

spite the summer opening of borders 

and enabling most tourist activities, 

the region has suffered losses whose 

consequences will be felt for a long 

time to come. Of course, the impact 

of COViD-19 in tourism are not just 

direct losses. The entire service sec-

tor, which is powered by tourism, 

also suffered, from catering, small 
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crafts, tourism-related shops and the 

like. Tourism is largely linked to the 

transport industry, which has also 

suffered losses in the freight sector, 

as the entire logistics process has 

stalled or been sharply reduced dur-

ing the crisis. Thus, the consequenc-

es will be felt for a long time by air-

lines, rail and road carriers, and to a 

lesser extent by sea carriers. Trans-

port is also linked to the region’s 

dependence on european and global 

supply chains. a large part of the re-

gion's economy is export-oriented 

and focused mainly on semi-finished 

products. in 2020, these supply 

chains were interrupted for a certain 

period of time or their operation was 

significantly hampered, which was 

particularly damaging for the manu-

facturing sector. 

impact of crisis in production was 

quite varied. The largest declines 

were recorded in april and May. 

Due to the almost catastrophic ex-

perience, individual countries de-

cided to not close their economies 

completely. By far the most affected 

was the production of semi-finished 

products, which on one hand de-

pended on customers severely af-

fected by the crisis while on the 

other hand, they were faced with 

difficulties in logistics and the for-

mal closure of borders. Production 

related to the automotive, furniture 

and textile industries and the pro-

duction of agricultural raw materials 

were badly affected. In some pro-

duction activities, the outcome de-

pended mainly on the flexibility or 

ingenuity of the management. For 

example, paper producers immedi-

ately switched from the production 

of office supplies to packaging, thus 

not only mitigating the effects of 

the crisis but emerging victorious. 

The production area also has other 

winners. The pharmaceutical busi-

ness operated well, although at the 

onset of the crisis there were bottle-

necks in the supply of raw materials 

and semi-finished products, mainly 

from China. The relatively unex-

pected winners of the crisis were 

some manufacturers of white goods, 

home electronics and home Diy 

equipment. The construction sector 

is also surviving the crisis relatively 

well. Of course, the biggest success 

was experienced by the food sector, 

e-retailers, and iT companies. 

FuTurE proSpECTS
and what are the prospects for the 

future? Despite the crisis, the ac-

cession process has not stopped, 

although it may have slowed down. 

Fortunately, transnational and inter-

state tensions in the region are still 

declining. also, the region remains at 

the crossroads of interests between 

the great powers and, at the mo-

ment, it remains unknown how the 

us will position itself. The vaccine’s 

positive impact on the world econ-

omy will soon be felt in the region, 

too. But the crisis’ consequences 

will linger for a while in some areas 

and open up some structural issues. 

Tourism and related activities will 

certainly feel the consequences for 

a while yet. regardless, long-term 

changes are not expected in the sec-

tor. The geographical location in the 

relative proximity of consumers of 

tourist services as well as natural 

resources will return tourism to its 

previous levels in the future. struc-

turally, the paradigm shift of the 

economy tied to long supply chains 

and foreign customers is more im-

portant. industrial production is 

highly dependent on buyers of semi-

finished products in the automotive 

industry from the eu, which rep-

resents one of the most significant 

risks. economic policies in the coun-

tries of the region will have to strive 

for both geographical diversification 

and diversification by type of activ-

ity. Dependence on supply chains of 

materials and semi-finished prod-

ucts from geographically distant 

suppliers has also been exposed. Like 

europe, the region should strive for 

some degree of self-sufficiency.

as this is probably the worst econom-

ic crisis since the World War ii, the 

governments have extensively inter-

vened in the economy with various 

measures. One of the key factors in 

the future development of the econ-

omy will be to answer the question 

of how long the state measures will 

last and in what way will the state 

withdraw from the economy. The 

actual state of the economy will be-

come clear only after the cessation of 

state intervention. What the outcome 

of state aid will be depends to a large 

extent on the dynamics and man-

ner of eliminating the measures. The 

key here is the long-term view and 

not the daily political agenda, which 

all too often prevails among political 

decision-makers in the region.
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The economic burden 
of the pandemic

The coronavirus has swept across the world with devastating speed, leaving 
behind consequences that will take years to reverse. However, neither all 

countries nor all sectors will recover at the same pace. Gregor Pilgram, CEO 
of Generali Austria, gives his view on post-pandemic recovery in the region.

b

A view from vienna

Author: Maja Dragović

Photo: Shutterstock
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Like in other european markets, the 

short-term challenge for many com-

panies in the region will be to restart 

the business after the government 

aid stops immediately after the crisis. 

a lot of reserves from the past were 

used up to cover the shutdown peri-

ods and in the coming years, compa-

nies will have to adopt to a relatively 

long period of economic recovery. 

“i expect a short-term increase in 

bankruptcies, especially in some sec-

tors, which will put additional pres-

sure on the whole economy,” says 

Pilgram. a mid-term challenge for 

the companies will be to adapt to the 

accelerated change in the customer 

behaviour towards modern technolo-

gies that happened during the pan-

demic, he adds. Hence, the essential 

part of the future business success 

will be the right repositioning of the 

business models to the new reality, 

Pilgram concludes. 

rECovEring AFTEr A 
pAndEMiC
so, recovery in the region certainly 

won’t be easy or quick. The whole of 
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tourism, gastronomy, the service in-

dustry, as well as small and medium 

enterprises in general, will face quite 

challenging times in the coming pe-

riod. “in reality, nobody really knows 

how the markets will evolve and how 

long the recovery of the economies 

will take. The challenge will be to en-

sure the long-term flexibility of the 

business models, combined with a 

proper financial strength of the com-

panies”, says Pilgram, suggesting that 

the focus of the countries in the re-

gion should be on how to ensure a 

stimulating business environment, 

and how to attract additional foreign 

direct investments in order to accel-

erate the growth and enable a very 

fast recovery of the industry.   

But the economic burden of the pan-

demic is unevenly distributed: for 

example, sectors like tourism are hit 

much harder than technologically ad-

vanced production. Pilgram expects 

the same discrepancies to continue in 

the post-crisis period, where the flex-

ibility to adopt to a new reality, work-

ing around remining restrictions, and 

taking advantage of the changed cus-

tomers behaviour will be crucial for 

the success of individual businesses.   

Crises, however, also reveal new op-

portunities, and making the most 

of them after the pandemic will be 

crucial for a fast economic recovery. 

Pilgram believes the opportunities 

in the countries of the region will be 

in attracting foreign investments in 

high added-value production and ser-

vices. They will have to consider “a 

number of measures ranging from a 

stimulating tax environment, labour 

legislation that enables hybrid work-

ing models as well extensive invest-

ments in innovation, research and 

start-up environment”, he suggests, 

adding that the pace of the changes 

will define which of the economies 

will have the biggest success. 

grEgor pilgrAM, 
CEO of Generali 

Austria
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getting ahead 
of the game

Over the last two decades, 
Serbia has turned a big corner. 
It has gone from seeking IMF 
help to becoming a country 

that attracts the biggest 
number of FDIs in the region. 
While all the countries in the 
region have been left with 

dire consequences from the 
coronavirus crisis, Serbia has 
been almost unscathed. The 
focus is now on the future 

and repositioning the country 
as an environment for high 
technological investments.

b

Fdi in Serbia

Author:  Maja Dragović

While most of the region and the world 

is reeling from the severe economic 

impact of the coronavirus crisis, ser-

bia’s economy seems to have gotten 

off lightly. Last year’s GDP is expected 

to decline between 1% and 2%. For the 

comparison sake, in Montenegro it will 

drop more than 14%; in Croatia around 

10%; Slovenia’s economy will contract 

by around 7%; Bosnia and Herzegovi-

na’s GDP will decline by just below 5%; 

and north Macedonia will see a drop in 

GDP of around 5%. So how did Serbia 

manage to escape with just a scratch?

There are several factors, says 

Vlastimir Vuković, the new President 

of the executive Board of Komercijal-

na banka Beograd. “Firstly, it is due to 

the structure of the serbian economy. 

Most affected industries are tourism 

and transport and in serbia those two 

sectors are not a significant part of our 

GDP.

W
VLASTIMIR VUKOVIć, 

President of the 
Executive Board of 
Komercijalna banka 

Beograd

“secondly, agriculture, which is the 

key industry of our economy, was not 

impacted by the crisis. in 2020, we had 

an almost 5% growth in agriculture 

production and food processing indus-

tries. 

“if you combine this with serbia’s 

strong iCT community as well as the 

construction sector which has been 

operating 100% even during the lock-

down, we can see why GDP decline 

was as low as it was.” 

Vuković adds that an important part 

of tackling the crisis was also played 

by the measures introduced by the 

government. almost eur 6 billion – 

around 13% of GDP - was injected into 

the economy and allocated for the 

support of citizens and companies. 
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FoCuS on invESTMEnTS
investments on all levels have also 

continued throughout the crisis. ac-

cording to the preliminary data, in 

2020 FDi in serbia amounted to about 

EUR 2.9 billion or 6.4% of GDP. Coun-

tries from the eu still top the list as 

biggest investors, with 60-70% of total 

investments coming from the union.

serbia has been topping the Finan-

cial Times FDi index for the last three 

years, attracting 12 times more FDi 

than comparative to the size of its 

economy, says Marko Čadež, head of 

the serbian Chamber of Commerce.

This trend seems likely to continue. 

according to the Chamber, serbia is 

currently negotiating with more than 

50 foreign companies from all conti-

nents. Toyo tires from Japan started 

the construction of a tire factory in 

indjija at the end of last year, and the 

Chamber says another investor from 

Japan plans to invest as much as usD 2 

billion in the construction of a factory 

for electric car engines. The Canadian 

Magna, which commenced production 

in aleksinac last June, plans to build its 

own plant which will enable expansion 

of its capacities and create more jobs.

The data provided by the Chamber 

shows that serbia has “absorbed” 

around 60% of all foreign direct in-

vestments arriving in the Western Bal-

kans for several years in a row.

nEW STrATEgy
The types of investments that serbia 

wants to attract have changed over 

time. Most FDis 15 years ago were la-

bour intensive as serbia tackled high 

unemployment. Three years ago, with 

the level of unemployment gradually 

decreasing, serbia started implement-

ing new strategies in order to attract 

high technology investments and po-

sition serbia as a competitive place to 

do business in a new environment, ex-

plains Čadež.

so how exactly has the strategy 

changed? Being proactive, not reactive, 

focusing on the future and investing in 

education, explains Čadež. One is in-

troducing compulsory coding classes 

from fifth to eight grade of primary 

school. “it is part of the children’s lit-

eracy and basic knowledge so they can 

be prepared to cope with a new busi-

ness environment in the future”, he 

notes. By the time children finish the 

primary school, they are “fluent” in 

java or phyton or other computer lan-

guages. “When you start to work with 

kids early, then you really change the 

system.”

six years ago, serbia also started in-

troducing dual education in second-

ary schools. in practice, this means 

that students go to school two times a 

week, and for the rest of the week they 

work at a company with a mentor who 

is an employee of that company.” Chil-

dren are learning and acquiring skills 

in the real working environment”, 

Čadež notes.

universities will also introduce the 

dual education system to enable stu-

dents to work on real projects in com-

panies. The programme is due to com-

mence in autumn this year. 

In Vuković’s view, Serbia also needs to 

create an atmosphere for young peo-

ple to stay in the country after they 

complete their education. “We have a 

brain drain of young people who are 

moving abroad. if we don’t address this, 

we won’t have sufficient work capacity 

in serbia, we need to create good pre-

rogatives for young people to stay here 

MARKO ČADEž, 
President of the 

Serbian Chamber of 
Commerce
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and have a good life-work balance in 

our country. This is also a task for nLB 

Group as a systemic institution in the 

country: we could, for example, support 

young people to have better conditions 

when purchasing their first property.”

bringing THE diASporA 
bACK
The country is working not only to 

stop the brain drain, but to bring some 

of the brains back from abroad. 

“We have a lot of people that left serbia 

in 1990s and early 2000s who have been 

working for 20 years abroad and ac-

quired skills and knowledge that would 

be useful back home”, Čadež says, not-

ing that “the question is how to attract 

them back to serbia”. The government 

has introduced some measures such as 

tax reliefs for the returnees – the com-

panies that employ them are free from 

paying 70 % of taxes, social insurance 

and health insurance for three years. 

“Basically, we made it possible for the 

companies to give more money to the 

people coming back from abroad,” con-

cludes Čadež.

ATTrACTing r&d
With the focus on the future and repo-

sitioning itself as an investment desti-

nation for high technology products, 

the serbian government has also intro-

duced special incentives for all compa-

nies investing in r&D and intellectual 

property, regardless of industry. Those 

include paying 3% instead of 15% of 

corporate tax. Čadež emphasises that 

companies actually end up paying zero 

government tax over three years be-

cause “every eur they invest in an r&D 

operation is doubly deducted from tax.”

What Serbia is aiming for, Čadež ex-

plains, is to attract investors like the 

German company Contintental, a lead-

er in automotive sector.

“This is an example of how an invest-

ment goes perfectly: they started with 

simple production, then they manu-

factured a collection of electronical 

devices, then they started to work 

on software, then they opened an 

r&D centre in serbia, they developed 

a product in serbia and now they are 

building factory for that new product 

in serbia”. 

prioriTy SECTorS
Though the focus is on r&D across 

different industries, priority sector 

remains agriculture and food process-

ing. “in terms of food production, we 

have the natural resources because of 

Vojvodina and huge agricultural land,” 

says Čadež, adding that Serbia already 

has companies that are leaders in fro-

zen fruit. in sweden, he says, every 

second frozen fruit in supermarkets 

comes from serbia. He further states 

that there was a 20 % increase in ex-

ports in agricultural products just in 

2020, while the exports of finished 

food products increased by 5%. 

In terms of agriculture, Vuković em-

phasises that sustainability also needs 

to be taken into account. in agricul-

ture it is very important to produce 

food in a natural way, he says, ex-

plaining that nLB Group, which has 

firmly embarked on the path of sus-

VLASTIMIR VUKOVIć, PRESIDENT OF THE ExECUTIVE BOARD, 
KoMErCijAlnA bAnKA bEogrAd

After purchasing the majority shares in Komercijalna banka, Slovenia’s NLB 
Group now has two banks operating in Serbia, bringing the Group to a third 
place by total assets. 

“This makes us a systemic player in the country. This is a huge responsibility and 
a huge chance for us to create good value proposition for both our customers 
and our employees. And also become the leading bank in Serbia within four 
years. This is our strategic focus – to be the best bank. The best bank doesn’t 
necessarily mean the biggest – it means where customers as well as our emplo-
yees love to be. Komercijalna banka has great potential but we need to invest in 
human capital, technology, customer experience. We will play a very important 
role as we have 203 Komercijalna banka branches across Serbia and more than 
850,000 active customers. It is a huge responsibility. Systemic player has syste-
mic obligations: to provide best services for customers and our employees.”

According to the information 
provided by the Serbian Business 
Registers Agency, there are 17,481 
companies (legal entities) with ma-
jority foreign ownership (over 50% 
foreign capital) operating in Serbia 
today, which is 13.5% of the total 
number of registered companies. 
Those companies achieve almost 
60% of total Serbian exports.
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tainable business operations, will, for 

example, provide support and promo-

tions to farmers who tackle farming 

in a sustainable, ecological way.   

“In certain programs we offer spe-

cial conditions for certain producers 

who cultivate food in a natural way. 

sustainability is very important, we 

need to give our personal seal for to-

morrow generations. in that respect 

Komercijalna banka as part of the nLB 

Group will and is doing all the things 

which are necessary to support and 

promote producers and industries 

which are economically sustainable 

and apply ecological way of produc-

ACCording To THE inForMATion oF THE nATionAl bAnK oF SErbiA, in THE pEriod 2010–2019, THE 
lArgEST inFloW oF Fdi WAS in THE FolloWing pArTS oF THE proCESSing induSTriES (in Mio Eur)

Food processing industry, production of 
drinks and beverages and the producti-
on of tobacco and tobacco products  

Production of rubber and plastic 
products  

Other areas of processing industry 

Manufacturing of motor vehicles, 
trailers and semi-trailers

Production of basic metals and 
production of metal products except 
machines and devices
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ing,” says the new President of the 

Board of Komercijalna Banka.

Other priority sectors include manu-

facturing technologically advanced 

machines as well as iT - in serbia there 

are about 23,000 companies doing 

only iT while the software export was 

worth eur 1.5 billion in 2020. But iTs 

significance goes beyond program-

ming and software. “To transform the 

economy, we are trying to combine 

the iT community of innovative and 

digital companies with traditional 

ones,” explains Čadež. “We are trying 

to bring companies from both spec-

tres together to give them people 

which are certified by our Chamber 

as consultants in digitalization. The 

challenge is how to digitalise produc-

tion process, make changes in sales 

management as well as supply man-

agement. advisers create a roadmap 

and then companies implement it. 

This is most important for us: how 

to actually transform traditional in-

dustries as quickly as possible. They 

will be transformed anyway: if you 

don’t change you will not exist. But 

for us it is important to do it quickly, 

systematically and to be really tech-

nologically most advanced digitalized 

industry in this part of europe. This is 

our goal.” 

1,423

1,170

941

853
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How the pandemic is 
digitalising the world

More rapidly than ever, 
the world is embracing 

Information and 
Communication Technology 
(ICT) – to everyone’s benefit. 

Slovenian society has become 
very digital in the past year, 

and there has been an 
enormous leap forward, says 
Adrian Ježina, the President 

of the Management Board of 
Telemach.

b

Technology and communications

Author: jan Tomše
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For Telemach, a slovenian provider 

of advanced and high-quality fixed 

telecommunications services in the 

adriatic region, 2020 will go down as 

a very successful year. The company 

has grown in all of its key segments: 

networks, human skills, and finances. 

With the constant growth in sub-

scribers, Telemach’s market share in 

slovenia is rising fast.

in 2020, when the coronavirus pan-

demic significantly transformed peo-

ples’ lives and drove them online even 

more so than before, telecom opera-

tors played an extremely important 

role in helping people maintain mu-

tual contacts. users have relied even 

more on their services, and it has be-

come impossible to imagine normal 

operation without internet and mobile 

communications. This applies both to 

individuals and large institutions.

“The epidemic has shown the impor-

tance of the iCT industry in the 21st 

century, and just how all the major in-

F
around 70% in the first weeks. Intercon-

nection capacities were also severely af-

fected,” Adrian Ježina explains.

While Telemach faced challenges at the 

start of the pandemic, they successfully 

overcame obstacles thanks to previous 

preparations and experiments in home-

working where feasible. “The pandemic 

was a true test for our networks and 

our organization. However, we made 

the right upgrades and organised re-

mote work to ensure good communi-

cation between users. We are talking 

about changes in a very short amount 

of time. We increased all the necessary 

capacities to allow unhindered traffic so 

that our users would experience almost 

no difficulties. In just a few days, we 

managed to double our capacity in both 

mobile and fixed networks. Our per-

formance parameters remain the same 

as before, but with significantly higher 

user consumption,” Ježina reveals.

dustries heavily rely on it. as the world 

went online, we experienced increased 

use of all our services. During this time, 

fixed internet traffic rose by 30%, aver-

age internet traffic increased by as much 

as 200% between 8am and 6pm, mobile 

data usage increased by about 25%, and 

the number of voice calls increased by 

ADRIAN JEžINA, the 
President of the 
Management Board of
Telemach
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prEpArATionS yiEldEd rESulTS
At Telemach, they were well prepared 

for the pandemic. Even before the 
complete lockdown, the company had 
tested how individual services would 

handle work from home. “Understan-
dably, not everyone could operate in 
this way, especially our technical ser-
vices, which work on the ground and 
are most exposed to health risks. Of 
course, we took special care for their 

protection,” says Adrian Ježina.
When we talk about digitalisation, the 
question always arises how it affected 

companies, as well as a broader social 
aspects. Per Ježina, “Slovenian society 
has become very digital over the past 

year. There has been an enormous leap 
forward, companies have introduce 
quite a few new services that make 
some everyday operations easier in 
these unusual times, and people are 
also doing more things online. Many 
have let go of the distrust they once 

had towards internet services, learned 
more about numerous things, and 

broadened their horizons.”

The pandemic is pushing the world ha-
stily into information and communicati-
on technology, and this is beneficial for 
the telecommunication industry. Howe-

ver, it also calls into question further 
investments into landline networks, 

as the focus is shifting to frequencies 
and 5G. “No doubt the pandemic will 
lead to lasting changes in the way we 
do business, but at the same time, we 
hope that there will be a rapid econo-

mic recovery without a deeper financial 
crisis,” Ježina points out.

THE FuTurE = groWTH
For 2021, Telemach expects growth in all areas, including financials and sub-
scriber numbers. Together with United Group, which they are part of, they 

will continue to push boundaries, grow their network, work on user experien-
ce, and strive to be the best on the market. Their business goal is to become 
the first choice of Slovenian users who are looking for telecommunications 
services, the number one broadband provider and the number two mobile 
provider in Slovenia. They are convinced their highly motivated and skilled 

employees offer almost bulletproof guarantee for further success.
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TAKing CArE oF EMployEES
Since the start of the pandemic, Telemach has been focusing a lot on 
employees. »Together with our employees, we were well prepared for 
the novel way of doing business, so the transition of working practices  

was fast. Where possible, our employees were working from home, 
and we made sure all our employees who work in the field had proper 
protection, such as masks, disinfectants, and gloves. We also sent out 
a first aid kit to our employees, which contained disinfectants, masks, 

and vitamins," the company says. 
“We did everything to make them feel good, provided them with 

various online seminars, sent them packages with masks and vitamins 
occasionally, and so on. It is why we have successfully faced all the 

challenges posed by the pandemic,” emphasizes Adrian Ježina.

providing THE bEST uSEr 
ExpEriEnCE 

B2B: Telemach offers business customers seamless services such as 
collocation, limited and advanced service management, and cloud 

computing platforms since it has the most advanced data center in 
Slovenia. During the pandemic, they offered special packages to bu-

siness customers including the packages aimed at individual activities 
such as bars, massage parlours, car mechanics, private health clinics, 

and dentists.
B2C: Since their customers were mostly working and staying at home, 
Telemach could offer them additional bonuses. They opened program 
schemes and provided more content and mobile data. They also very 
quickly introduced advanced customer care tools, such as a chat opti-
on on their website, voice signing, and virtual shops. These proved to 
be excellent examples of resolving the situation, the company states.

SolidAriTy
Adrian Ježina sums itt up: “We were pleased 

to help as best we could. United Group dona-
ted USD 3m to help countries in the region, 

USD 500,000 of which came to Slovenia 
for medical supplies. Telemach also donated 
tablets with internet access to children and 

families to enable as many students as possi-
ble could have uninterrupted studying from 

home.”

pAndEMiC FigurES
The load on internet connections increased by 
as much as 40% during the pandemic. Tele-

mach recorded a 60% increase in voice traffic 
on the mobile network during this period. In 
the autumn of 2020, the increase in internet 
traffic was 50%, while mobile voice traffic inc-
reased by 20%. Compared to last year, data 
traffic over the mobile network increased by 
30% in December, while the number of SMS 
messages increased by 10%, and the number 

of MMS messages by as much as 40%.
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The quality of our lives 
will depend on how 
sustainable we are

The Slovenian Petrol Group has 
found a recipe for successfully 

meeting the challenges of 
the COVID-19 pandemic with a 
combination of three factors: 
providing liquidity, managing 

costs, and optimizing sales 
and supply chains. They 

are convinced that due to 
the consequences of the 

pandemic, society and the 
economy will have to look 

even further for solutions in 
sustainable practices.

b

Seeking business paths through the pandemic

Author: jan Tomše

The speed and scale of the fall in energy 

investment activity in 2020 were un-

precedented, according to international 

energy agency (iea), a Paris-based in-

tergovernmental organisation. as com-

panies reined in spending, and project 

workers were confined to their homes, 

planned investments were also delayed, 

deferred, or shelved, and supply chains 

interrupted. The COViD 19 crisis and 

measures taken to slow its spread have 

had a profound impact on energy de-

mand, the likes of which have not been 

seen for 70 years, iea states. in its Global 

energy review issued in april 2020 and 

assessing the impact of the COViD-19 

pandemic on the global energy system, 

iea expected that overall energy de-

mand would fall by 6% in 2020, while 

electricity demand was set to decline by 

5%. In contrast, global carbon dioxide 

emissions were expected to drop by al-

most 8% compared with 2019. 

T
During the pandemic, traffic curbs and 

mobility restriction measures accom-

panied drastic drops in economic activ-

ity. sales of motor fuels fell. The Petrol 

Group, one of the largest businesses in 

the adriatic region, responded com-

prehensively to the changed situation. 

“In the first phase, activities were fo-

cused on ensuring the health of cus-

tomers and employees, uninterrupted 

operations in changed circumstances, 

and on identifying and managing risks. 

Further activities have focused on the 

long-term so that the Petrol Group can 

operate smoothly in a highly chang-

ing business environment. in 2020, 

we paid special attention to cost opti-

mization and business rationalization, 

which is also reflected in the plan for 

2021,” explains Aleksander Salkič, Di-

ALEKSANDER SALKIČ, 
Corporate Communications 

Director at Petrol d.d.
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rector of Corporate Communications 

at Petrol, which operates in slovenia, 

Croatia, serbia, Montenegro, Bosnia 

and Herzegovina, Kosovo, and north 

Macedonia.

CruCiAl opTiMiZATion oF 
SAlES And Supply CHAinS
Petrol generates more than 80 per 

cent of its revenues from energy trad-

ing, while the remainder is derived 

through trade in consumer goods 

and services. Both energy and trade 

are considered highly competitive in-

dustries. in addition to global indus-

try trends, Petrol Group's operations 

are influenced by several other, often 

interdependent factors, notes Salkič. 

among the most important are the 

movement of energy prices and the 

gyrations of the us dollar, both a 

reflection of global economic condi-

tions.

During the pandemic, Petrol prior-

itized the health and safety of its 

employees and customers, as well as 

ensuring a reliable supply of energy. 

They addressed risks very directly. 

The measures followed the provision 

of sufficient liquidity. "Reducing and 

managing costs, all the while optimiz-

ing supply chains and sales outlets 

and thus ensuring the profitability of 

points of sale, have all proven neces-

sary," states Salkič. They also ensured 

a sufficient number of employees was 

present at points of sale. at the same 

time, other employees, wherever pos-

sible, worked from home, and due to a 

reduced volume of business, some em-

ployees were put on temporary leave.

STrongly-FElT iMpACT oF 
THE loCAl EnvironMEnT
Petrol envisions a future of energy 

independence and efficiency, but 

also the growing share of renewable 

energy sources. According to Salkič, 

reducing the carbon footprint is the 

company's top priority. Their sus-

tainable orientation is based on three 

pillars: on being a low-carbon energy 

company, on establishing partner-

ships with employees and the social 

environment, and on operating in ac-

cordance with the principles of the 

circular economy.

Salkič believes the economic situ-

ation in 2021 will be significantly 

affected by the post-pandemic eco-

nomic recovery, which will also be 

reflected in oil prices. In the mar-

kets in which they operate, both lo-

cal economic conditions (economic 

growth, price inflation, rising con-

sumption and production) and state 

regulation of energy prices and 

market structure, exert a significant 
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AT THE HEArT oF buSinESS:  
THE CuSToMEr

In 2021, Petrol will further upgrade the user experience. "The customer 
is at the heart of our business and will remain a priority in the future as 
well. We are aware that modern consumers have more information and 
want more for less. They expect 'convenience', which they define as a 

comfortable retail environment, in which they can buy a wide range of 
products and services in one place, but also in a timeframe that is satis-
factorily short. Consumer continuously checks ‘on-line’ offers and always 
expect a comprehensive deal. We provide our customers with bundles of 
products and services – this is our competitive advantage. The goal is to 

achieve this through an excellent user experience," emphasizes Salkič.

rESponSES To THE pAndEMiC
During the COVID-19 pandemic, Petrol has equipped all of its service 
stations with protective barriers at the cash registers. Employees at 
points of sale have been given protective equipment. Services more 

likely to transmit infections have been temporarily stopped, and their 
business adjusted on an ongoing basis. Petrol also ensures the number of 
customers who can safely enter its stores at the same time stays at the 
recommended levels at all time. "We encourage the use of digital appli-
cations that enable contactless payments, and we also deliver products 

from Petrol's online store to your home," says Aleksander Salkič.

“It was our digital solutions that proved successful during the crisis as 
customers quickly recognized their benefits. Our online store eShop has 
achieved exceptional results, as has the app ‘Na poti’ [Slovenian for ‘on 

the road’]. The latter is still setting records," says Salkič. Petrol’s recipe for 
thriving in unusual times includes a comprehensive range of customer-
-focused products and services with an excellent shopping experience, 
which has been the core of Petrol's business for several years. But now, 

the approach has gained momentum. 

impact on business operations. The 

impact of a pandemic is difficult to 

disentangle from the measures tak-

en to contain it.

All on boArd WiTH grEEn 
CHAngES
Business players in the energy mar-

ket are facing major challenges and 

changes. First, they are undergoing 

an extremely demanding systemic 

transition to renewables. "At the 

same time, there are major changes 

in the behaviour of end customers, 

who are becoming increasingly ac-

tive and environmentally aware," 

says Salkič. At the same time, envi-

ronmentally-friendly practices are 

official EU policy when it comes to 

the so-called green economic recov-

ery, which is taking place under the 

auspices of the european Commis-

sion. activities in this area are nu-

merous, from energy efficiency in in-

dustry and the commercial sector to 

energy renovation projects in build-

ings. "These are integrated energy 

services for industry, which will lead 

to increased energy efficiency and 

reduced greenhouse gas emissions," 

explains Salkič.

But there is another area with great 

potential: sustainable mobility. Pet-

rol focuses on the provision of ser-

vices related to the establishment, 

the management, and the mainte-

nance of infrastructure for charg-

ing electric vehicles, explains Salkič. 

also, the group provides solution 

for the implementation and billing 

of electric vehicle charging and sup-

port. "In the field of mobility, we are 

developing services related to new 

concepts and forms of mobility such 

as vehicles as a service," adds Salkič, 

who also says the company has am-

bitious goals for 2021, including a 

new strategy for the next five years. 

They are also incorporating the les-

sons of the current pandemic, which 

has radically changed the way we do 

business in a matter of months.
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THE MANAGERS’ ASSOCIATION 
OF SLOVENIA
The largest association of executives in Slovenia since 1989

Creating 32% of the entire revenue of the Slovenian economy

 

Mission
Responsible leadership and professional management 
for common progress.

Vision
Using cooperation to turn opportunities into successes 
and situate Slovenia amongst the top 15 most 
developed countries in Europe.

www.zdruzenje-manager.si/en

Companies led by members 
of the Managers’ Association 
of Slovenia:

• have a 26% higher added 
value compared 
to the Slovenian average;

• create a 42% higher 
revenue per employee 
than the Slovenian average;

• create a 48% higher profit per employee 
than the Slovenian average;

• have a 23% higher average salary per employee 
compared to the average Slovenian salary;

• the companies that are members of the Managers’ 
Association of Slovenia collectively create 32% 
of the entire revenue of the Slovenian economy.



ready to talk business
2020 has perhaps been the most exceptional year. With everything we know being put into a new 

perspective due to the pandemic, it has likewise been the year when humans were reminded what 
can make us be better prepared for the future - knowledge and collaboration, interest in improving 
existing solutions and processes, and investment in businesses that develop products and services 

that allow us to survive and thrive. There is no silver bullet on how to put economies “back on 
track” but we can witness the operating landscapes being heavily influenced by the governments 
and global supply chains. Such events offer unique moments for investors to make a meaningful 

contribution - by identifying regions that offer economic and political cooperation and by investing 
in business opportunities with good prospects.

b

Cities in the Adriatic region 
with investment opportunities

Author: Barbara Matijašič
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The adriatic region is situated on 

the Balkan peninsula, easternmost 

of europe’s three great southern 

peninsulas. adriatic region is usu-

ally characterised as comprising al-

bania, Bosnia and Herzegovina, Bul-

garia, Croatia, Kosovo, Montenegro, 

north Macedonia, romania, serbia, 

and slovenia. Portions of Greece and 

T
GDP) through the facilities of the eu 

recovery Fund and budget: Bulgar-

ia and Croatia will receive funding 

equivalent to 35% of their 2019 GDP, 

while Greece, romania and slovenia 

will get support amounting to 27%, 

26% and 17% of their 2019 GDP re-

spectively.

Turkey are also located within this 

geographic region. as analysed by 

east Capital, a leading active asset 

manager specialising in emerging 

and frontier markets, the region has 

a lot of untapped business opportu-

nities, as it is on course to receive 

one of the largest stimulus packages 

globally (equivalent to 17% to 35% of 
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The Balkans are set to benefit from 

the key post-coronavirus economic 

and business trends through invest-

ments in infrastructure, via opportu-

nities for digital transformation, by 

the implementation of green tech-

nologies and by levering innovative 

start-ups. a new awakening is set 

for the local manufacturing which 

can reverse long-standing Western 

trends to push manufacturing trends 

overseas. additionally, the Balkan re-

gion is also recognizable for its edu-

cated and highly trained workforce. 

OeCD estimates that around 5.6 mil-

lion romanians and 800,000 Greeks 

were living abroad at the end of 2019. 

The return of at least part of the di-

aspora would cause a sizable boost to 

the potential GDP growth level. also 

not negligible is data on labour cost 

in comparison to the high level of 

education and professional skills. ac-

cording to OeCD, the average salary in 

Romania in the first quarter of 2020 

amounted to eur 1,082 per month, 

compared to eur 4,035 per month 

for Germany. 

To ensure progress in the region and 

to get economies back on their feet, 

collaborative and systematic frame-

works between governments, the 

public and private sector, as well as 

investors, are needed. Key areas for 

economic development identified by 

the european are: sustainable trans-

port and energy connectivity, green 

and digital transformation, strength-

ening health support and creating 

job opportunities for young people. 

When deciding where to start your 

business, keep in mind the golden 

rule of investing: diversification. 
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Maribor, the second 
largest city in Slovenia

The city is located at a superb geographical spot, surrounded by one of the strongest economic 
areas in the world: Germany, Italy, France, etc. Quality roads, air, rail and maritime infrastructure 
provide connections to Europe and an excellent starting point to enter other Balkans markets.

b

Cities in the Adriatic region 
with investment opportunities

Author: Barbara Matijašič
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o
CorporATE inCoME TAx 

19% taxation 
of profits and the withholding tax rate of 15%.

 

Up to 100% tax relief 
for investments in research and development. 

Up to 40% tax relief 
for investment in equipment and intangible fixed assets. 

CApiTAl gAinS 

Taxed with personal income tax  
at a proportional rate, which is in principle 

27.5% 
without taking into account tax reliefs. 

Income tax on capital gains  
is calculated and paid for the tax base at a rate of  

25% 
and is considered a final tax. For each completed 5 years 

of capital ownership, the tax rate is reduced.  

After 5 years capital gains are taxed 

at 15%, 
after 10 years at 10% and after 15 years at 5%. 

ne of the advan-

tages of the slo-

venian business 

e n v i r o n m e n t 

(and Maribor), 

is its openness 

to foreign in-

vestment. This 

is reflected in 

competitive tax policies, 

investment incentives, ac-

cess to finances and a highly 

skilled workforce. in 2019 

OeCD ranked slovenia among 

the three countries (besides 

Luxembourg and Portugal) 

with the least restrictive for-

eign direct investment rules. 

The united nations report, 

which rates the human de-

velopment index, recognizes 

slovenia as one of the best in 

the world. access to educa-

tion, technological develop-

ment, gender equality, envi-

ronmental and other factors 

that add to the high quality 

of life contribute to the high 

ranking.

Slovenia demands 0% for 

profits generated in EU coun-

tries, and 15% for profits gen-

erated in non-eu countries, 

unless bilateral agreements 

provide other arrangements. 

€
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Saranda, a coastal town 
in southern Albania

Historic city is an up and coming tourist hotspot. 

b

Author: Barbara Matijašič
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Cities in the Adriatic region 
with investment opportunities
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S
Entities registered for corporate income tax (usually 

those with an annual revenue exceeding or anticipated 
to surpass 8 million) are subject to corporate income tax 

rate of 5% of the taxable benefit if their 

annual income does not exceed 

14 million  
and 15% of the taxable profit if their annual income 

exceeds 14 million.

For companies registered for streamlined corporate 
income tax purposes (usually those with an annual tur-

nover of not more than or planned to surpass 8 million), 
the rate is 0% if their  

annual turnover is less than  

5 million, 
and 5% if their annual turnover is between 5 million and 

8 million.

aranda experienced significant economic growth 

thanks to tourism, commerce, maritime transport, 

fishing, and the textile industry. Tourism is not just 

a priority for saranda, but the whole country as al-

bania boasts nearly 400 km of coastline with its 

unspoiled adriatic and ionian beaches. World Bank 

ranked albania 82 of 190 countries regarding the 

ease of doing business in 2020. 

Automotive firms, tech production/development compa-
nies, agricultural cooperative companies, and companies 

accredited as agro-tourism corporations by 2021 are 
subject to a lowered 

5%  

corporate income tax limit  
(reduced rate is applicable for 10 years). 

Concerning opportunities in tourism, four- and five-star ho-
tels with “special status” that are an internationally recogni-

zed brand and operate under a registered trademark are 

exempt from corporate income tax for 

10 years. 
This incentive is available to all hotels granted the special 

status until December 2024. 

€

CorporATE 
inCoME TAx 

CApiTAl gAinS 

Charged at the corporate income tax rate of 

0%, 5%, or 15%, 
if appropriate, along with all kinds of income.
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Zenica, an industrial hub 
in the center of bosnia 

and Herzegovina
Through the support of the UN Development Programme (UNDP), the central region of Bosnia and 
Herzegovina is now striving towards a green transformation which includes cities (and villages) 

and their infrastructure. 

b

Cities in the Adriatic region 
with investment opportunities

Author: Barbara Matijašič
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C
CorporATE inCoME TAx 

Stands at  

10%.  
Non-resident corporations are charged the regular rate 

of corporate income tax, but only on their income from a 
local source.

Some other corporate taxes vary from one canton to 
another.

CApiTAl gAinS 

At the regular corporate income  
tax rate of 

10%, 
capital gains are taxed as benefit  

(those obtained by residents and non-residents alike). 

ountry's turbulent political history 

divides Bosnia and Herzegovina 

into two separate entities: Fed-

eration of Bosnia and Herzegovina 

(FBiH) and republika srpska (rs) 

with independent governments 

and regulations. in addition to pos-

sible regulatory challenges in this 

respect, one of the biggest issues 

for the country in the past year has been ef-

ficient waste management and treatment. 

The city joined eBrD Green Cities in september 

2018 and is introducing sustainable and signifi-

cant environmental projects to aid in a greener 

future. Part of GCaP’s key actions include the 

renewal of Zenica’s heating network infrastruc-

ture, expansion and replacement of the bus fleet 

with a transition towards low/zero emission 

buses, and new solid waste-handling infrastruc-

ture. The city is an inspiration not only for the 

central region but the whole country. it’s also 

important to note very competitive labour ex-

penses in Bosnia and Herzegovina: for example, 

in rs, the minimum wage in 2020 was BaM 520 

which equals eur 266.

€
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Skopje, a lively 
start-up centre in 
north Macedonia

North Macedonia offers a wide pool of highly trained and educated talent and ICT professionals. 

b

Cities in the Adriatic region 
with investment opportunities

Author: Barbara Matijašič
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T
CorporATE inCoME TAx 

North Macedonia, and thus Skopje, has one of the 

world's lowest corporate income tax 
rates, which is 

10%.

CApiTAl gAinS 

Classified as ordinary profits. 

The volume of gains reinvested in liquid assets decreases 
taxable profits. For businesses working in a free economic 

zone, 

a 10-year 
benefit tax holiday is available.

he nation is packed with various start-up 

associations, professional development 

programs and network events. in august 

2020 eu-startups.com, the leading on-

line publication with a focus on start-ups 

in europe reported that skopje hosts over 

60% of start-ups in North Macedonia. This, 

coupled with a low cost of living, is making 

the city additionally attractive to interna-

tional entrepreneurs. For instance, a mod-

ern apartment in skopje can be rented for 

as low as eur 250 per month.

in the World Bank’s 2019 ranking, north 

Macedonia is 17th in the world in terms of 

the ease of doing business - the country 

exceeds countries such as estonia (18th 

place), Finland (20th place), and Germany 

(22nd place). it only takes a day to open a 

company in north Macedonia.

€
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podgorica, the capital of 
Montenegro

Large funds have been allocated by the capital city of Podgorica for the infrastructural 
needs: building of roads, bridges, landfills, water and sewer construction, sports facilities and 

improvements that have become important to improve living and working conditions in the city. 

b

Cities in the Adriatic region 
with investment opportunities

Author: Barbara Matijašič
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T
CorporATE inCoME TAx 

The standard corporate income tax rate is 

10%.
CApiTAl gAinS 

Capital gains derived by companies are treated as ordinary income.

Capital gains 
derived from the sale of immovable property, securities, and equity 

participations in companies are subject to a  

10% tax, 

levied on 70% of the gain.

he city has identified three particular strategic priori-

ties for the future: further growth and improvement of 

communal infrastructure and events, the strengthening 

of economic viability and further improvement of the 

commercial climate, as well as the development of tour-

ism and environmental protection. at the end of 2020, 

the Central Bank of Montenegro reported that China in-

vested eur 70m in the country, mostly in Montenegrin 

companies and real estate.

€
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an ever-evolving 
success story in 

the Adriatic
The Adriatic region

might not be the biggest sports
market, but it makes up for it
by giving its sportsmen and
sportswomen unwavering

support and idolization. Having
recognized this fact, businesses
have poured money into sports
in every way imaginable, which

in the case of a big sports
successes translate into

streets full of people showing
their colours and support for

national teams. Invariably
the biggest stars are always

wrapped in sponsors’ images
and logos, while commercials

proudly fill billboards and other
advertising media.

l

beneficial link beetwen sports, business and politics

The connection has always been 

there – the link between sports, 

business, and governments. at the 

top, no one can go on giving their 

best without the support of passion-

ate crowds who lift everything to a 

whole new level. The adriatic region 

might not be the biggest sports mar-

ket, but it makes up for it by giving its 

sportsmen and sportswomen unwa-

vering support and idolization. Hav-

ing recognized this fact, businesses 

have poured money into sports in 

every way imaginable, which in the 

case of a big sports successes trans-

lates into streets full of people show-

ing their colours and support for na-

tional teams. invariably the biggest 

stars are always wrapped in spon-

sors’ images and logos, while com-

mercials proudly fill billboards and 

other advertising media. although 

many businesses and even govern-

ments can get quite a pushback for 

T the same level of mutual ben-

efit. This is even more 

important in times 

of a crisis like the 

breakout of the 

C O V i D - 1 9 

pandemic.

Businesses, 

g o v e r n -

ments, and 

everyone ac-

tive in sports 

would support 

the claim that 

passion runs 

high when it 

comes to sports, 

even more so in such 

regions like the adriatic. People here 

are said to be living at both ends of the 

emotional spectre – with great pas-

sion, support, joy and boasting there 

also comes a lot of misunderstanding 

and rage. History is intertwined with 

lives of ordinary people, experiencing 

how wars could tear them apart, or 

pull them together again, giving rise 

to heartfelt stories of success. The 

forgiving nature of the region, as well 

as the rallying around those who can 

boast with successful stories (wheth-

er in sports or anywhere else for that 

matter), makes for an interesting im-

Author: Aljoša žvirc

posing with sportspeople, especially 

after their biggest wins, , it is never-

theless true that without the support 

of politics, businesses, and local com-

merce, stakeholders would not reach 
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pact – here people react to good deeds with their own sup-

port, perhaps even more intense than the initial spark that 

triggered them. 

a step forward made by the authorities and businesses, 

who show great interest and support, usually results in 

two steps forward made by the local population. They 

crave for heroes and feel that by showing their support, 

they are sharing in their heroes’ glory. so, it is always an 

evolving link, but sport lies in its center and is always try-

ing to get a bit more out of each other side it is involved 

with. But society also gets undeniable benefits. Sport helps 

people forget about their daily problems for a little while. 

sport is the proverbial glue that helps the society function 

a tad better. in the long term, popular support translates 

into financial stability and profit.

This is even more evident from a historical perspective. 

The former yugoslavia was a sporting superpower, its he-

roes enjoying sort of a mythical status throughout the 

region. Despite different nations and religions coexisting 

inside those borders, something that inevitably gave rise 

to friction, people always had their teams to support 

and lean on to. Multiple world championship titles 

in team sports such as basketball, water polo, 

strong showings in football, volleyball, hand-

ball, and others – these sports always 

supported the claim that they can 

erase boundaries. and along 

with the success of 

champions, so have 

SporTS EFFECT 
- success 

translates into 
streets full of 

people
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businesses always aspired to broaden 

their reach. at least for a while – until 

sports became one of the most im-

portant catalysts for political change 

and the eventual break up of yugosla-

via. in the early ’90s, change seemed 

inevitable, even though the aftermath 

was especially taxing on the people. 

Politics, business, and sports had to 

rally behind their people to help them 

get back on their feet again.

it was a long and drawn-out process, 

but with the help of governments 

and local businesses, sports made 

leaps forward in the last few decades, 

when everyone had to find solutions 

in a different economy. Although 

frictions still exist (and probably al-

ways will), the tradition of sporting 

success remains in smaller but not 

necessarily less powerful markets. 

Both individual and team sports lie 

at the heart of a state’s global rec-

ognition. They open up new pos-

sibilities for politics, commerce and 

tourism to explore. it pays being the 

country where a sports champion 

was born in and started his or her 

path to stardom – many fans want to 

visit where it all began, a sentiment 

widely shared by the media. sport-

ing stars, on their part, appreciate 

the interest for their roots, and help 

promote their country’s top attrac-

tions (obviously emphasizing their 

nation’s hospitality and laid-back ap-

proach towards tourism).

CHAMpionS: 
Serbia's women 
basketball 
national team 
winning the 
EuroBasket in 
2015 

pACKEd STAdiuMS: 
sports are a source of 
immense national pride
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vollEybAll: Slovenian national team won the 
silver medal at the 2019  European Volleyball 

Championship. The gold medal was won by Serbia

WinnEr: Ilka Štuhec, 
Slovenian alpine 

skier, was the world 
champion in downhill 

in 2017 and 2019

in the end, the focal point of the col-

laboration between sports and dif-

ferent organizations are various con-

tracts and other mutual deals. This 

may be even more true now than it 

was in the past (when everyone was 

training under more or less the same 

conditions and corporate sponsor-

ships were minimal or locally driven). 

nowadays, the market is a global one, 

where everyone fights for their chunk 

of glory, benefits, and popular affec-

tion. every side in this ever-evolving 

and growing business gives some-

thing, and also expects something in 

return. sponsorships are still the best 

way for companies to try and achieve 

their marketing goals. it is a tough 

bout, but with the right support, 

sporting success and its benefits are 

never far away, whoever might claim 

the credit for it (in another proverbial 

case of the chicken and egg).

THE nlb group-A long TrAdiTion oF giving bACK To 
SoCiETy THrougH SoCiAl rESponSibiliTy progrAMMES
The NLB Group has a very comprehensive social responsibility programme 
spanning from humanitarianism, environmental protection and the support 
of culture to the care for employees and the development of entrepreneur-
ship as well as sports, the latter being one of the programmes’ pillars. Sport 
and beyond – a healthy lifestyle is an essential foundation of NLB’s social 
responsibility. “Sport gets people moving. In modern times, we pay special 
attention to trying to inspire as many young people as possible to practise 
sports. An immensely important part of our programme is Sports for young 
people, in which we support the development of programmes that animate 
the widest possible base of young people by supporting both sports associati-
ons and sports clubs that apply for tenders“, explains Blaž Brodnjak, the CEO 
of NLB.
“We live in a time of ‘social media likes’, as the younger generations are 
building self-esteem on the number of approvals and thumbs-up for their 
statements or photos published on social media. Once these young people 
will have appeared in the labour market and will have taken over responsible 
professional and life roles, they must understand that well-meant criticism is 
not harassment but a valuable contribution to their personal development,“ 
elaborates Brodnjak.
“It is especially important for society that young people learn to socialize with 
their peers in a physical environment, on playgrounds, in sports fields and 
halls, to learn it is necessary to participate as a team player and to pick up 
that there are not only victories but also defeats that compose one’s life. This 
is our message: 'Accept defeats with dignity, learn from them and then move 
on to new victories.' And we want to communicate these values through our 
support of sport. “
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Sports are a 
national brand

Sport in Croatia enjoys a mythical status and is widely considered one of the essential components 
of society. While sport is a part of daily life everywhere, this may be even more so in Croatia, where 

it has greatly contributed to the promotion and branding of the country. 

l

Croatia

Author: Aljoša žvirc
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W
Who can forget the iconic tourist com-

mercial involving the rooster of its 

biggest sports stars? Tourist attrac-

tions and sport champions are the two 

driving forces of Croatia’s global reach. 

Countless success stories of Croatian 

athletes who have made it from ano-

nymity to global recognition have also 

helped sports become one of the most 

important pillars of Croatia’s economy. 

and athletes have all recognized the 

significant role they play in promot-

ing the country. They enjoy unwaver-

ing support of their passionate fans, as 

shown in all kinds of team sports such 

as handball, water polo, basketball, and 

especially football (its number one ex-

port item). The national football team 

received a triumphant reception after 

the 2018 World Cup in russia, where 

they fell just short of winning the Cup 

against France. 

still, more than half a million people 

flocked to the streets of Zagreb to 

show their support for the "Vatreni" 

(Fiery - as they are affectionately 

known). along with all the footballing 

emotions, the second place brought in 

more than eur 25m in prize money 

for the Croatian football federation 

(Hns), and undoubtedly a big chunk in 

Croatia’s tourist and commercial rev-

enue in the years to come. rewards are 

pETrol rEMAinS A STrong SporTS SupporTEr  
in THE AdriATiC rEgion
The Petrol Group has been supporting Slovenian sports for many years, as 
well as sports in other countries in which they operate. They sponsor not only 
individuals, clubs, and federations, but also sporting events, both nationally 
and internationally. By supporting sports and cultural entities, the company 
strengthens its reputation and ensures greater recognition of its brands.
Despite the coronavirus epidemic, Petrol continued to support sports in 
2020 and remains active in this field in 2021.
“Our involvement in supporting sports and other humanitarian projects 
remains an important part of our commitment to working with the enviro-
nment and community in which we live and do business. Assistance and su-
pport to the social environment are strongly intertwined with our long-term 
growth strategy. We, in our operations, take care of social and environmental 
issues, and accordingly, we try to offer help in solving various social and other 
problems,” Aleksander Salkič, Director of Corporate Communications at Pe-
trol, sums up the group's philosophy and giving-back-to-society approach.
In addition to long-term contracts with Slovenian sports entities, Petrol 
also continues to cooperate with some sports organisations in the region in 
2021. One of the most important is certainly collaboration with the Croatian 
Olympic Committee. Support activities will, per Salkič, also be carried out at 
other sporting and cultural events that are currently still in question; this will 
depend on the relaxing of measures related to the allowance of mass events 
this year. The greater focus of their sponsorship activities will be tied to the 
web and various social networks, Salkič adds.

team has also helped clubs and espe-

cially its (now world renowned) play-

ers make multimillion-worth moves 

to big european clubs, way more than 

any other country in the region. 

being reaped even nowadays as the na-

tional football championship has net-

ted its biggest contract for sports right 

holders. The success of the national 
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HiSToriCAl 
SuCCESS: 
Croatian 
national team 
won silver 
medal in 2018 
FIFA World Cup
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Novak Djoković – The 
biggest sporting name 

in the region
Sports industry has always been one of the most developed branches of the regional economy. 

Brands fight for signatures of biggest sportspersons, depending on their reach. 

l

Serbia

Author: Aljoša žvirc
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T
The adriatic region has become a 

hatchery of golden eggs in terms of 

sporting successes, and it is showing 

in the global adulation of stars like the 

serbian tennis player novak Djoković, 

one of the best tennis players in histo-

ry, and arguably one of the best sports-

men of the century in global sports. He 

is one of the most endorsed champi-

ons as well, outgrowing the local mar-

ket already early in his career. accord-

ing to Forbes, the 33-year-old earned 

almost eur 27m in sponsorships in 

2019, ranked 68th amongst all celebri-

ties, including movie and music stars. 

His total earnings were estimated 

at around eur 38m, while his net 

worth is estimated somewhere in 

the region of eur 200m. amongst 

TriglAv group: A grEAT ExAMplE  
oF SupporTing SporTS ACroSS THE rEgion
The Triglav Group has traditionally been associated with sports. “We strive to 
enter partnerships by co-creating their long-term validity. We place great empha-
sis on the development of childrens’ and youth sports at the local level, and 
thus help develop the environment in which we operate,” says David Benedek, 
a member of the Management Board of the Triglav Group. The group supports 
top athletes and clubs and so contributes to the development of sports at the 
highest (international) level.
Benedek stresses: “We are also a loyal partner to some national sports organizati-
ons, international events, development programs… One example is the Ski Asso-
ciation of Slovenia. For over 30 years, we have enabled young people from all over 
Slovenia to attend ski jumps in Planica, we have sponsored the tennis tournament 
in Umag, which is considered the oldest sporting event in Croatia and the most im-
portant tennis tournament in the region, as well as sponsored the Serbian Basket-
ball Association and handball clubs in Montenegro and Europe, to name a few.”

aptations, supported 4,500 parents, 

trained 1600 teachers, and helped 

more than 30,000 children with 

education and other needs). Global 

stardom usually comes with social 

responsibility and dealing with this 

part of life is almost as important as 

sporting success, which in Djoković’s 

case is abundant.

others, he is endorsed by asics, 

Head, Lacoste, netJets, Peugeot, sei-

ko Watches, and ultimate software 

group. He has always stayed loyal 

to the serbian public. This past year, 

he and his wife pledged eur 1m to 

buy medical equipment to fight the 

pandemic. Djoković has several oth-

er philanthropic interests in his na-

tive country through his foundation 

(which has, according to its web-

page, already helped 45 school ad-
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SECond bEST: In EuroBasket 
2017 Serbian team won silver 

medal, losing in the final 
against Slovenia
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T
olyMpiC gAMES SArAjEvo 1984 - 

Helping bosnia heal

The first association with 
sports in Bosnia and 

Herzegovina are surely the 
1984 Winter Olympic games in 

Sarajevo. 

l

bosnia and Herzgovina

Author: Aljoša žvirc

The city was given an image boost as 

the Games helped update its infra-

structure and lift its passion for sport. 

Many major foreign sponsors like Coca 

Cola, Kodak, american Cyanimid, Miller 

Brewing Co. and u.s. Tobacco Co. saw 

it fit to invest in the biggest sporting 

event in the history of yugoslavia. Peo-

ple flocked to watch the games that 

cost around usD 111m in 1984. The 

Bosnian war later left destruction and 

the heritage of sport was severely dam-

aged and compromised. 

yet with the strong will of the peo-

ple, along with the help of the Olym-

pic movement and the investment 

from the international Olympic 

Committee (iOC), sarajevo restored 

its sporting legacy. aid came from 

the city of Barcelona, which helped 

THE opEning CErEMony of 
Winter Olympics Sarajevo 
1984 at Stadium Koševo
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rebuild and redevelop the Olym-

pic Village in Mojmilo, that was left 

in ruins by the war. The cities are 

now forever bound as 'twins' since 

2000. The iOC also invested more 

than usD 10m into the reconstruc-

tion of the Zetra Olympic Hall, which 

was named after the late former iOC 

TElEMACH: loyAl To ATHlETES, ClubS And FEdErATionS
Telemach, the leading video provider and fastest growing mobile operator in 
Slovenia, has been a big supporter of sports since the very start of its business. 
Its sponsorship portfolio in Slovenia is quite dispersed as they try to help and 
support as many clubs, associations, individuals, and organizers of sports events 
as possible. Among other things, they are the golden sponsor of the Slovenian 
Nordic national team, which has been inspiring winter sports fans for many 
years. It was already in their first year of sponsorship, for example, that the 
Slovenian ski jumper Peter Prevc achieved the greatest success of his career.
"We also committed ourselves to take care of the development and progress 
of young promising ski jumpers, which we also proved with the campaign Let's 
renew ski jumps across Slovenia. And here, of course, is basketball. Telemach be-
came the general sponsor of the Basketball Association of Slovenia in 2004. We 
were also joyful and proud together with the Slovenian national basketball team, 
as they gained their greatest success by winning the European Championship in 
2017. We started a joint journey with the tennis association in Slovenia in 2015. 
And in 2021, we remain a loyal companion of athletes and sports organizations, 
”says Adrian Ježina, president of the Management Board of Telemach.

president Juan antonio samaranch 

right after his death in 2010. The 

bobsleigh and luge facilities were 

also destroyed and later restored 

and are now a popular training base 

for other teams. The city never lost 

its Olympic spirit, as it motivates 

and drives people to get involved in 

sports, to train or just be passion-

ate fans. and most important of all, 

the different ways of collaboration it 

provided are transmitted from gen-

eration to generation. 
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oFFiCAl logo of 
Winter Olympics 
Sarajevo 1984
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Luka Dončić - The link 
between the nbA and 

Slovenia
Slovenia has arguably never had a megastar in the making quite like Luka Dončić. The basketball 
phenomenon from Ljubljana has defied USA biased scepticism in his rookie campaign in the NBA 

and risen to global stardom in second and third season overseas. He is young, talented, highly 
skilful and plays with confidence – swagger, really.

l

Slovenia

Author: Aljoša žvirc
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CHAMpionS: SlovEniAn 
national team won  
the gold medal at the 
Eurobasket 2017
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S
so, for Dallas Mavericks it was noth-

ing unusual to start exploring more 

than just sporting options in terms 

of their long-term commitment 

with the now 21-year-old. The agree-

ment to work closely with slovenian 

institutions in January 2020 was 

just a natural process for the nBa 

franchise, longing to hit the heights 

it once reached with another euro-

pean, the German star Dirk nowit-

zki. usually, the nBa is seen as a 

business-driven competition, where 

trading players to reach short term 

competitive goals is a daily routine. 

not Dallas, and certainly not with 

Dončić. The Mavericks hope to have 

its star for years to come and they 

want to exercise as many options as 

possible in terms of business oppor-

tunities in his home country. never 

shying away from wanting to play 

for slovenia, the Mavericks recog-

nized the special connection Dončić 

has with his country and formed 

their own. The team is trying to ben-

efit and also "present the country 

as a unique destination in terms of 

economy, investment possibilities 

and tourism," as per the Slovenian 

tanbul, Turkey. yet the shirts of both 

finalists were fighting another battle. 

On the one side, sponsor Telemach, 

the slovenian telecommunications 

company (a subsidiary of nether-

lands’ united Group) is, among oth-

ers, a long-standing main sponsor of 

the slovenian basketball association 

(KZs). On the other side, the sloveni-

an insurance company Triglav, a long-

term partner of the serbian national 

team. The company is well known in 

the adriatic region with many subsid-

iaries and was spreading their reach 

through sporting events even before 

landing a spot on the shirt of one of 

the most iconic national teams in 

the Balkans. Triglav was previously a 

sponsor for the preliminary round of 

the euroBasket 2013 in Croatia with 

an investment worth more than eur 

150,000, and later one of the main 

sponsors for the euroBasket 2015 in 

slovenia, before signing a long-term 

deal with the serbian Basketball Fed-

eration while the national team was 

preparing for the championships in 

Kranjska Gora.

The strategic positioning in serbia, 

and the reach Triglav has through its 

subsidiaries, is nothing new as big 

companies, commercially- or state-

driven, still benefit from partners 

from a former republic, or reap the 

rewards of being a trusted company. 

Triglav also sponsors the north Mac-

edonian Olympic Committee and the 

north Macedonian handball national 

teams, while it was also handed the 

superbrand title for its standing in 

that region.

Tourist Board (sTB) on the day they 

struck a commercial deal with the 

Mavs. Through Dončić, the partner-

ship will hope to increase the vis-

ibility of slovenia, which provides 

numerous opportunities heading 

both ways. The project has brought 

together numerous other public in-

stitutions like the Government Com-

munication Office of the Republic of 

slovenia (uKOM), the sTB, the Public 

agency for entrepreneurship, inter-

nationalization, Foreign investments 

and Technology (sPiriT) and Lju-

bljana Tourism, wrote sTB on their 

website. 

Together, these institutions have 

undertaken several promotional ac-

tivities linked with nBa games with 

special slovenian themes and phras-

es, tourism opportunities, and other 

links. "Slovenia is getting more and 

more popular in the usa and Luka 

Dončić has put on quite a show. 

We have been brought together at 

the right time and such synergies 

would otherwise not be generated. 

This project definitely upgrades the 

STB activities in the US market," the 

Board’s director Maja Pak pointed 

out. and so far, it has worked a treat 

in both ways. Especially as Dončić is 

hitting his stride in his third season 

as a fan favourite in the us.

SlovEniA vS SlovEniA: THE 
SponSorSHip bATTlE
arguably slovenia’s biggest sport-

ing success came in september 2017, 

when the national basketball team 

became european champions in is-
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A peek behind the 
dust and rust

l

Fish canneries in the Adriatic
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In early spring 2018, a team of 
three researchers travelled to 
Lošinj, a popular tourist island 
in north-eastern Adriatic. The 

largest town, Mali Lošinj is 
also the largest Adriatic island 
town, historically famous for 
its shipwrights and shipyards 

and captains of the high 
seas. The port and the island 

boast a rich history stretching 
back to ancient Roman times 

while more recently it was 
also a popular resort for the 

Habsburg nobility of late 19th 
and early 20th centuries. 

Throughout the 20th century, 
the island and the town were 
a site of industrialisation and 
deindustrialisation, and lately 

the dominance of tourism. 

Author: Martin Pogačar, PhD, 
research fellow, institute of 
culture and memory studies

The motives for our trip were quite 

specific: we were eager to find out 

more about the history and present 

of Adriatic fish canneries, coded in 

workers’ memories. We wanted to 

understand the broader implications 

of industrialisation and deindustri-

alisation as told through local sto-

ries along the adriatic eastern coast. 

What were the consequences of fish 

canning industry in north-eastern 

adriatic for society, economy, en-

vironment? How was this industry 

intertwined with global trends? How 

did working in a factory shape so-

cial life and the social world, which 

extended beyond the factory fences, 

into everyday life, entertainment, 

leisure, and how did this industry af-

fect relationships between men and 

women? 

A vEry briEF HiSTory …
Fish canning as an industrial method 

originated in France where one nico-

las appert won the concours in 1812 

to provide napoleon’s army with a so-

lution to more easily and effectively 

preserve and transport food on their 

military endeavours. By mid-1820s 

the industry spread from France to 

england, to Portugal and spain, to the 

usa, the Middle east and elsewhere. 

T
It was the beginning of the first global 

food production industry. 

Primarily a military invention, or 

rather innovation of an older preser-

vation technique, canning opened up 

new possibilities also for general hu-

man mobility and longer energy-au-

tonomy, as put in practice in extreme 

expeditions to the poles that spiked 

in the latter 19th century. Canning, 

booming in the time of rapid indus-

trialisation, redefined, along with the 

railway, where and how far a human 

body might be able to travel. in fact, 

canning had such a profound sym-

bolic and practical effect that the first 

recorded music was referred to as 

canned music, precisely because the 

record was seen to preserve sound in 

a similar vein as canning preserved 

food.

as such the history of canning lends 

insight into the wider histories and 

problematics of globalisation and in-

dustrialisation of the late 19th cen-

tury. For example, in 1852 the British 

navy commissioned an assortment 

of canned food for its men. The best 

offer came from Romania, where an 

englishman established a canning 

factory. The product, however, as 

cheap as it might have been included 

undercooked, rotting offal and other 

unwanted bits of meat. no amount of 

bleach, reportedly, could help get rid 

of the stench. Most of the remaining 

cans were thrown into sea and some 

were given to the poor. 

But this was also the time of develop-

ment of science and technology, and it 

was Pasteur who was able to scientifi-

cally explain why was it that canned 

food could achieve longer shelf life: 
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tels and tourist appartements, often 

leaving but a monument to mark the 

presence of the factory, that speaks 

little of the factory life: the on-site 

physician and child care, culture fa-

cilities, such as cinema were far from 

rare, integral part of work environ-

ment (Petrović in Zgodbe iz konzerve, 

2020). some factories, however, such 

as the slovenian cannery Delamaris 

from izola (named after the World 

War ii, when the border between 

yugoslavia and italy was settled, af-

ter the three factories that operated 

in izola before the war, De Langlade, 

Ampelea, and Arigoni, and the first 

two letters of the italian spelling of 

the town, isola) was relocated from 

izola to Pivka, while the neptun can-

nery from Komiža, Vis island, was re-

located to mainland Serbia (Petrović; 

rogelja Caf in Janko spreizer in Zgod-

be iz konzerve, 2020). as much as the 

arrival of canning industry affected 

the look of towns and changed social 

relationships, particularly in terms of 

women emancipation and autonomy, 

so did its departure bring deindustri-

alisation and, in many cases, forget-

ting, supplanted by sanitised, ideal-

ised images from tourist ads.

MEMoriES And SToriES
The factory in Mali Lošinj, named 

Kvarner riba, closed in 1974 and the 

building today is in a state of dis-

repair, and a hazard to visitors. it is 

barely kept alive by a group of art-

ists who have studios on the ground 

floor, and cats who reign supreme on 

the first floor, among broken rusted 

tins, wooden crates, yellowy paper 

wraps. as we ascended the stairs we 

The industry was dependent on the 

seasons and the movements of and 

fluctuations in fish populations. For 

example, in the latter 19th century, 

sardines, the most popular and famed 

canning species, nearly ran out in the 

Adriatic, forcing fishermen to sail fur-

ther south, towards italy’s sicily and 

Lampedusa. entrepreneurial Hvar 

fishermen established fish process-

ing plants on these coasts, salting fish 

and selling it across the Mediterra-

nean. some, such as Vice novak from 

Hvar, even moved as far as Portugal to 

establish several factories, contribut-

ing to the exchange of expertise and 

capital (Gamulin in Zgodbe iz konz-

erve, 2020).

Today, only a handful of factories 

still operate while many have closed 

down, at various points over the late 

20th century. Prime locations, often 

at the outskirts of old city centres 

were or will be sold for luxury ho-

sterilisation eliminated microbes and 

altered proteins; conserved food in 

oxygen-free atmosphere could thus 

survive almost indefinitely. Scien-

tific and technological development 

also brought new materials and new 

methods of production; over time, 

the difficult to open, tinned iron 

cans were replaced with aluminium 

ones; production units that initially 

were mostly manually operated were 

gradually automated; fire - and coal - 

powered sterilisation chambers were 

electrified, as were cooling houses 

which enabled a more consistent 

yearly distribution of the catch, hence 

also work. regardless, the tin can re-

mained a nutritional item for the rich 

and the poor, an object of health de-

bates, design and branding, an essen-

tial nutrient on school trips for some, 

for others a staple in military service 

diet. Perhaps most extreme, the tin 

can also made it to space with first 

human extra-terrestrial travels.

… And iTS loCAl iTErATion
north-eastern adriatic coastal and 

island villages and towns were home 

to more than 60 canneries, the first 

two established by Karl Warhanek, a 

Habsburg businessman in rijeka and 

Jelsa, Hvar island, in 1861. The de-

velopment of the industry was also 

funded by the French and italian 

capital and europe-wide export trade. 

On a historical map of fish canneries 

names such as izola, rovinj, Banjole 

in Istria, or Jelsa, Vrboska, Komiža in 

Dalmacija crop up, sites with exten-

sive fishing and fish-processing tradi-

tions that provided local expertise, la-

bour power, and access to resources. 
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were enveloped in scents and pieces 

of time gone by that permeates cold 

stone walls, reflects off the broken 

glass and the hovering particles of 

dust. But decay and melancholia only 

speak that much. 

The former workers we had the 

chance to speak to told stories about 

factory work and shared with us 

snippets from their lives. The words 

fleshed out for us the getting up very 

early in the morning, the gutting of 

fish in the cold wintery water, the 

irregularities of nature of work, de-

pendant on the season and daily. it 

was not difficult to imagine a boat 

speeding across the bay at the break 

of dawn, bringing workers to the fac-

tory, taking positions at the gutting 

tables, at the sterilisation boiler, or 

in the office keeping records of the 

amount of tins produced, the desti-

nations to be shipped to. The factory 

shipped produce to the mainland for 

domestic market and the yugoslav 

army, but also to austria, France and 

the usa, as could be deducted from 

the decaying paper wraps for cans, 

printed in various languages, promot-

ing the quality yugoslav product to 

foreign and domestic consumers. 

The quest then brought us to the 

nearby island of Cres and the stories 

of the workers of the Plavica cannery, 

which closed in 1996. They empha-

WorK in A FiSH FACTory 
meant gutting, cleaning 

the catch in the open, in all 
kinds of weather. Work was 

seasonal and demanding

Before the introduction oF 
EASy opEn EndS, special 

knives were needed to access 
the content
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sised the social aspect of work and 

the entanglement of work and eve-

ryday life. The narratives of the de-

manding working conditions were 

thus counterbalanced by fonder nar-

ratives of female workers about their 

work during the 1980s, about the sat-

isfaction that they could go buy their 

own jeans and go to the disco. Work-

place constituted a place of sociality 

and community. another important 

feature was the perception of change 

after the disintegration of yugoslavia 

and the privatisation or denationali-

sation that followed in the aftermath 

of the country’s demise. The introduc-

tion of free market exposed the weak 

postsocialist economies, the power 

play of political and economic inter-

ests in which many interlocutors saw 

the reason for personal degradation 

and degradation of labour at large. 

The comparison of the memories of 

the situation before and after 1991, 

the year yugoslavia disintegrated, 

clearly outlines a change in the social 
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meaning of work that seems to have 

shifted from, declaratively and practi-

cally, workers as value to workers as 

cost. in a way, the stinky job made for 

quality spare time and was also a way 

to impart meaning on life.

yet, older workers’ narratives from 

Vela Luka, Korčula island, reveal an-

other layer to the story and add fur-

ther complexity. after the war in 

1945 the newly formed country of 

yugoslavia found itself in a situation 

with most of the pre-war industry 

destroyed and with vast numbers of 

displaced and traumatised citizens. 

The aftermath of the war was a time 

of political consolidation of the new 

regime and a time of renovation and 

construction. in such conditions, 

the industry, including fish factories 

and others, was in dire need of la-

bour power; they thus often illegally 

enlisted minors, especially women, 

some of whom started working at the 

age of fourteen or sooner, and there-

fore missed schooling, leaving them 

under-educated, often barely literate. 

On top of that, when they retired the 

‘illegal years’ would not count in the 

number of working years and pension 

calculation. still, for many female 

workers this was a way to achieve 

personal and financial independence 

and control over their life that was 

traditionally framed by patriarchal re-

lations. as such, intimate labour his-

tories are often still seen as a source 

of pride and personal realisation, and 

as a lens that puts the present into a 

different perspective (Borovičkić and 

Vene in Zgodbe iz konzerve, 2020). 

AnoTHEr looK bACK
as we today try to understand the 

past and the fate of fish factories in 

the adriatic, we can see that a rich 

history of labour and industry is al-

most forgotten, overridden by tour-

ist success stories, real estate invest-

ment, and the general unease about 

what to do with industrial heritage. 

The successors to the socialist yu-

goslavia systematically and consist-

ently fail to understand the lost op-

portunities of cultivating industrial 

heritage. What is worse, they thus 

amplify the dissolution of historical 

knowledge about yugoslav moderni-

sation and industrialisation, which in 

contemporary interpretations of the 

past, inflected by the ideological and 

Derelict site of the 
ForMEr FiSH FACTory in 
iZolA, Slovenia

plAviCA FiSH FACTory 
WorKErS on a trip to 

Kumrovec, Croatia

Tin CAn gourMET: In 
Plavica bar, fish cans come 

served with olives, onion, 
olive oil and bread

Photo: M
artin Pogačar
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political and economic distancing of 

post-socialist states from their pasts, 

is simplified and sanitised. Such inter-

pretations tend to misread the past 

as an ideological autarchic monolith 

and refuse to apply a more granular 

approach to understanding the often 

contradictory events and processes in 

the past where real people also lived, 

with hopes, aspirations, pride and 

pain. The mission that brought us to 

Lošinj and other places in the adri-

atic, then, was not only an endeavour 

to save the memories of the forgot-

ten workers and industry, but also to 

provide insight and a more detailed 

understanding of how an industry, 

dependent on global politics and 

economies developed and subsided 

along the adriatic coast. 

This initial leg of the journey was 

concluded with an edited volume sto-

ries from the can (Zgodbe iz konzerve, 

Zgodovine predelave in konzerviranja 

rib na severo-vzhodnem Jadranu, 

Založba ZRC 2020).

1  dElAMAriS FiSH FACTory 
still has a shop in hometown 
of Izola, although the pro-
duction relocated to Pivka, 
Slovenia

2  THE ATTiC oF THE loŠinj 
FACTory ruins hides rusty 
cans and yellowy documents

3  dElAMAriS' FiSHing 
FlEET

3

2

1
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literature – very much 
alive even in 2021!

The festivals you can not miss: 
Fabula Literature of the World 
festival is one of the biggest 
literary festivals in the region 

and beyond. So are the Days of 
Poetry and Wine which hosted 
more than 550 internationally 

renowned poets and young 
emerging authors to date.

l

Festival Fabula & days of poetry and Wine

Author: Eva premk bogataj, 
beletrina

F
Taiye selasi, Tatyana Tolstaya, eric Vuil-

lard, rachel Cusk, Bernhard schlink and 

many others. 

Over the years, the festival’s concept 

has evolved and improved, and today, 

it is based on a well-thought-out cu-

rator’s work that selects authors who 

have shaped world literature in the last 

few years while, at the same time, host-

ing authors who have already become 

classics. apart from the literary aspect, 

the festival also offers a theoretic focus 

which questions new, relevant topics 

in our society, while at the same time 

bringing a diverse accompanying pro-

gram for all age groups, from youngest 

to the professional readers as well as lay 

audience. 

in 2021, the focus of the festival will be 

the question Future=Privilege?, which 

will explore diverse areas of the micro 

and macrocosm, reaching from the 

space of fiction to the outside world, 

while placing a special emphasis on so-

cial perspective and collective percep-

tion in today’s times. The central five 

guests of this year’s festival will be Clau-

dia Durastanti (italy), Marek Šindelka 

(Czech republic), Deborah Levy (unit-

ed Kingdom), Vladimir sorokin (rus-

sia) and Jokha alharthi (Oman). each 

of them addresses a different type of 

reader while establishing heterogene-

ous possibilities for narrating life and 

exploring symbolic, geographical and 

mental territories. Festival’s important 

mission remains introducing slovenian 

readers to relevant world literature that 

Fabula – Literature of the World festi-

val is the biggest and most visited lit-

erary festival in slovenia and the wider 

region. Founded in 2003, it has hosted 

many modern classics: the nobel prize 

winning author Herta Müller, irvine 

Welsh, Jonathan Franzen, Hanif Kurei-

shi, Janice Galloway, amitav Ghosh, 

David Grossman, richard Flanagan, 
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has received wider international rec-

ognition but is still quite unknown to 

the general public in slovenia.  at the 

same time, the festival continues to 

promote young, perspective authors 

in the newly found programme Fabula 

Hub. as part of the programme, the or-

ganisers will run collective workshops 

where German language students will 

translate a promising young German 

author enis Maci, who will also attend 

the festival. 

all the books of selected authors will 

be published in slovenian language by 

Beletrina academic Press and will be up 

for sale at eur 10 each. Building on a 

bigger accessibility to a wider audience, 

in 2021 the festival organisers will also 

collaborate with many cultural insti-

tutions. Together they will develop an 

interactive accompanying program that 

will include something for everyone: 

city literature tours, sound installations 

in city space, as well as an extensive 

programme for youth and children and 

much more. The festival will be organ-

ised as an open platform for reflections 

on literature, our everyday lives and 

perspectives on the future. 

dAyS oF poETry And WinE
Days of Poetry and Wine is one of the 

largest and most recognizable inter-

national poetry festivals in this part 

of europe. Founded in 1996 by Belet-

rina academic Press, it has hosted more 

than 550 internationally renowned 

poets and young emerging authors. in 

addition to main festival's emphasis – 

poetry and wine – every edition of the 

festival also brings something new with 

small surprises from the field of music, 

visual, photography, film and other arts 

for all ages and interests. Festival events 

take place at several different locations 

throughout slovenia, austria and Croa-

tia, but the center of the festival is in 

Ptuj, a charming medieval town in east-

ern slovenia that greatly adds to the re-

laxed atmosphere of the event. Days of 

Poetry and Wine have become an im-

portant reference for performing poets 

and a beloved destination for all poetry 

lovers and professionals, not only from 

slovenia, but from wider surrounding 

region. since 2014, the Days of Poetry 

and Wine is a member of the european 

poetry platform Versopolis, supported 

by the Creative europe program. all fes-

tival events are in slovenian and eng-

lish, and admission is free. 

in 2021, Days of Poetry and Wine will be 

especially festive as it celebrates its 25th 

anniversary. The central names of the 

festival will be two guests of honor, an 

award-winning Czech poet and transla-

tor Petr Borkovec and one of the most 

prominent creators of contemporary 

Portuguese poetry ana Luisa amaral. 

On this occasion, a bilingual collection 

of their selected poems in slovenian 

and in original language will be pub-

lished by Beletrina academic Press. 

The 25th edition, which will take place 

from 23 to 28 august 2021, promises an 

extensive program with grand evening 

poetry readings, intimate conversations 

with authors, musical performances, 

midnight performances, film screen-

ings, children's program and much 

more. Two highlights of the festival 

are especially worth mentioning, Ver-

sopolis at Days of Poetry and Wine and 

Promenades of Tastes and Poetry. 

at the beginning of the festival, Lju-

bljana and Ptuj will host as many as 30 

literary festivals' representatives from 

30 european countries, members of the 

european platform Versopolis. Visitors 

can look forward to a series of poetry 

readings, performances and a special 

professional program that will question 

the importance of european poetry and 

its future. saturday’s program brings a 

special surprise with not one, but three 

promenades: poetry, wine and culi-

nary. at several locations around the 

Ptuj old town it will be possible to taste 

top wines from slovenian winemakers, 

sample some local cuisine and capture 

the poetic interventions of the festival 

guests – all while exploring the beauti-

ful Ptuj town.

Join us at the 25th Days of Poetry and 

Wine and celebrate with us!
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The magazine you are reading was 

launched at a digital event in February 

2021. event’s participants received 

a premium business kit on the day 

of the event. The kit contained slo-

venian local products, mostly made 

The Adriatic 
journal’s best of 

both worlds
The events surrounding the coronavirus epidemic have shown how thin and fragile the line is 

between stability and certainty on the one hand, and a rapid slip into uncertainty on the other. 
Companies, leaders, and decision-makers have faced challenges they had not known before. We 
often hear how companies need to switch and adapt to digital business models. However, at the 

Institute for Strategic Solutions, we believe this is only a part of the solution. The right mix of digital 
and analogue might be the other components. Hence, digital with a solid anchor in reality. 

l

premium business kit box

Author: Špela bizjak

from honey. slovenia is a country of 

beehives, bees, and beekeepers, and 

honey is a crucial part of slovenian 

culture. The main goal we have set for 

this year is to express support to local 

companies. 

HArd-WorKing bEES And 
SlovEniAn CoMpAniES AS 
THE inSpirATion For our 
prEMiuM buSinESS KiT
it takes 12 bees to produce one table-

spoon of honey. The average worker 

bee will only make around ½ a tea-

spoon of honey in its lifetime. To 

make 1 kg of honey, it takes more 

than a thousand bees, and they have 

to visit hundreds of thousands of 

flowers. Imagine how much effort, 

work and kilometres bees must cover 

to get that – for us – a small amount 

of honey.

Most small and local companies in 

slovenia are also working hard and 

making enormous efforts to keep 

their companies profitable or just 
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pralines honey bees 
by lUCifer:

Handmade bee-shaped pralines 
from milk chocolate and honey 

are so devilishly good, they  
make a perfect gift. Bound to 

brighten up your day!

forest frUits organiC 
CanDies with honey 
by perger 1757
Delectable jelly candies 
with strawberry, raspberry, 
blackberry, currant and other 
forest fruits bring an ear-to-ear 
smile to anyone’s face.

strategiC game 
- Don't pUt 
everything at 
stake by CofaCe 
pkZ
A strategy dice game is 
designed to speed up the 
thinking processes of your 
brain.

the new eDition of 
the aDriatiC JoUrnal:
The one and only latest issue of 
the magazine: an eclectic mix 
of great articles for you to read 
- enjoy!

herb tea 
“JaDranska” by 
fina isolana 
Summer savory and 
rosemary emphasize the 
Adriatic character of the 
tea, while hibiscus, olive 
leaves and rose balance it 
with fruitiness, freshness 
and tenderness.

lip balm honey 
kisses by 
beesmetiC
A natural lip balm with 
honey from the home 
beehive, which leaves a 
unique sweet taste on 
the lips.
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stay afloat, especially during the 

COViD-19 pandemic. They under-

stand the difficulty in overcoming 

many obstacles to reach their re-

sults and develop their products in 

the best of times. in the current cri-

sis, they had to face insurmountable 

challenges almost overnight. it is 

therefore imperative to support lo-

cal, micro, and small businesses on 

their road to success. 

in the time of corona crisis, the nLB 

banking group and the retailer Mer-

cator tried to mitigate the negative 

consequences for small businesses at 

least to some extent. 

STrEngTHEning THE 
poSiTion oF SMAllEr 
MAnuFACTurErS And THE 
iMporTAnCE oF loCAl Food
Mercator's primary mission has al-

ways been to offer what consumers 

want and need. Most customers want 

local offerings, home-made products 

that they know and trust. Locally 

made food has an important place 

in Mercator. This is why the retailer 

also encourages smaller producers 

and family farms to develop products 

with high added value for custom-

ers, which can be found in Mercator's 

offer under the brand Radi imamo 

domače (We love local).

Cooperation with smaller suppliers is 

so successful that Mercator has added 

another 60 types of local products 

to the family of the existing 1,400 

products, which they have combined 

with selected suppliers into a com-

mon product line Radi imamo domače. 

Customers can find those products on 

the shelves of more than 250 Merca-

tor stores across slovenia – every-

thing from milk and dairy products, 

meat, home-made juices and syrups, 

sweet snacks, mill products, marma-

lades and honey.

With a diverse and constant offering 

of Radi imamo domače products, Mer-

cator wants to increase the strength 

of the joint brand and strengthen the 

position of smaller manufacturers. 

above all, they want to reach even 

more customers who prefer to buy 

local.

#HElpFrAME: A HElping 
HAnd For SMAll buSinESSES, 
THE bACKbonE oF 
SlovEniAn EConoMy 
nLB quickly recognised the needs of 

entrepreneurs, farmers, and micro 

and small businesses during the co-

rona crisis, and launched the Help 

Frame project. It did not only offer 

such businesses services, knowledge 

and professional support, but also 

advertising space that they may not 

otherwise be able to afford in these 

challenging times. This helped com-

panies to get exposure for their work 

and efforts and attract attention from 

potential buyers and customers. The 

project, launched at first in Slovenia, 

was successfully transferred to other 

markets where nLB Group operates. 

in the end, almost 260 companies 

participated in the project, showing 

that the innovative idea is the right 

way to address the challenges faced 

by business during the coronavirus 

pandemic in all countries in the re-

gion.  

NLB's Help Frame project continued 

in the autumn with a new phase and 

opened its doors to new business sto-

ries. instead of the advertising space 

offered to entrepreneurs in the sum-

mer months, NLB offered them the 

opportunity to develop products to 

fill the shelves of the museum store 

in Bankarium – the Museum of Bank-

ing of slovenia, which will open its 

doors in spring. nLB wishes to of-

fer visitors not only an overview of 

banking history in Slovenia and finan-

cial literacy, but also a series of prod-

ucts and other useful items related to 

money and banking – such as piggy 

banks, wallets, tourist banknotes and 

checks, folders for storing accounts as 

well as tools for managing personal 

budgets that will express the moder-

nity and superior aesthetics of slove-

nian creatives. 

nLB will continue to help small entre-

preneurs in the region in the follow-

ing months with the next phase of 

the Help Frame project. all of us can 

help too. Our small support means 

big business for small businesses. Let 

us continue to be stronger together in 

2021.
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10 facts that put balkans 
on the world map

In Southeast Europe, the Balkans embrace Albania, Bosnia and Herzegovina, Bulgaria, Croatia, 
Kosovo, Montenegro, North Macedonia, Romania, Serbia, and Slovenia. Portions of Greece and Turkey 
are also located within this geographic region. The region is known for its turbulent past, diversity, 
multicultural towns, impressive mountains and coastline, hearty food, and traditional folk music. In 

addition, the Balkans have impacted world events more than one would expect. 

l

Why the balkans are known in the world

1  
The assassination in 
Sarajevo of Franz 
Ferdinand, the heir to 
the throne of Austria-
Hungarian empire, is 
considered the immediate 
cause of World War i
On 28 June 1914, Gavrilo Princip 
shot archduke Franz Ferdinand 

of austria and his wife sophie, Duchess of Hohenberg, 
during their visit to sarajevo, now Bosnia and Herzego-
vina. The assassination of archduke, heir presumptive 
to the austro-Hungarian throne, and his wife, is be-
lieved to have triggered the World War i which lasted 
from 28 July 1914 to 11 november 1918.

2  
The yugo, possibly the worst car in history
The production of the iconic car was located in the 
serbian city of Kragujevac from 1977 to 2008. in its 
30-year lifespan, the brand saw close to 795,000 cars 
produced, with 250,000 sold to foreign countries. 
While the other parts of the world regularly doubted 
the consistency of the car’s quality (TiMe featured the 
Yugo GV on the list of '50 Worst Cars of All Time), the 
yugo was a common choice in all parts of the former 
yugoslav territory. in some parts of the region, it is not 
uncommon to see one on the highway even today. 
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Author: Barbara Matijašič
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3  
nikola Tesla, the discoverer of 
the rotating magnetic field, 
the basis of most alternating-
current machinery, is of 
Serbian origin
nikola Tesla (1856–1943) was an 
unconventional genius, renowned 
for designing alternating current 
(aC), electrical oscillators, and the 
Tesla Coil. Tesla was born to serbian 
parents in the territory of today’s 
Croatia. There is a museum dedicated 
to his life and legacy in Belgrade, 
serbia, which also features his ashes 
in a golden urn.

4  
The invention of a necktie can 
be attributed to Croats
The modern history of the necktie 
has its origins in France. But it is not 
a French innovation, but actually 
something that was used by Croatian 
troops during the 30-year war (from 
1618 to 1648). The word "cravatte," 
the predecessor to neckties, originates 
from "la Croate" meaning "Croat," in 
French. it relates to the decorative 
items that during the 30-year war the 
Croatian Vallerists had tied around 
their necks – it was something 
they were quickly identified by. Silk 
neckties were exclusively reserved for 
officers while soldiers were content 
with simpler materials.

3

4
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6

5

 
5  

The former First lady of the united 
States Melania Trump is Slovenian
Born as Melanija Knavs in sevnica, slovenia, 
on 26 april 1970, Melania chose a modelling 
career. she married the businessman and real 
estate developer Donald Trump in January 
2005, and became the First Lady of the usa 
when her husband was elected president in 
2016. The rest is history. Literally.

6  
The American electoral system might 
have been inspired by the duchy of 
Carantania, which covered present-day 
north-eastern Slovenia
it is claimed that the Carantan ceremony 
influenced the innovative American idea of 
government. in the 7th and 8th centuries, 
as a new Duke was about to be established 
in the Duchy of Carantania, he did not 
take authority purely through divine right. 
instead, he faced a farmer who had been 
chosen by common citizens. The prospective 
duke was only allowed to take his oath after 
public acceptance. in the 1960s, slovenian-
american professor Joseph Felicijan made the 
discovery that president Thomas Jefferson had 
personally marked the page describing the 
installation ceremony in a book by the French 
political philosopher Jean Bodin. it is believed 
that this is what Jefferson had read before 
drafting the Declaration of independence.

7  
Mother Teresa, a saint who was born in 
Skopje, north Macedonia
ask someone who is Mother Teresa, and 
they'll know for sure. Her contributions to 
missionary and humanitarian work made 
her a famous figure around the world. She 
received the nobel Peace award in 1979 before 
being beatified and subsequently canonized in 
2003 and 2016, respectively. Mother Teresa 
was born to albanian parents in modern-day 
skopje, the capital of north Macedonia.

7
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8

9

10

8  
The invention of a parachute – 
it was a man from Croatia who 
actually made into a real thing!
While the first to come up with the 
concept of a parachute was Leonardo 
da Vinci, the first to successfully build 
one in practice was Faust Vrančić, born 
in Šibenik, Croatia. in 1617, he built the 
first parachute out of a wooden frame 
and fabric. Vrančić was an engineer, 
philosopher, and lexicographer who, in 
his book Machinae novae, explains in 
detail the design of his parachute and 56 
other inventions (new Machines).

9   
promising commercial and film 
industry opportunities in the 
balkans
The legendary adventures of apache 
chief Winnetou (based on Karl May's 
novels), Mamma Mia, and Game of 
Thrones are all famous movies (and 
series) shot in Croatia. in addition, 
slovenia is also a recognized location 
for movie and commercial shoots – the 
2020 Christmas ad for the american 
web giant Amazon was filmed at various 
locations in Ljubljana. The region is also 
home to Sarajevo film festival, launched 
in 1995, which nowadays attracts film-
makers from around the world.

10    
The tram network in Sarajevo 
dates back to 1885 and acted as a 
test line for trams in vienna
The sarajevo tramway, which opened 
on New Year's Day in 1885, was the test 
line for trams in Vienna and the austro-
Hungarian empire. it is one of the oldest 
in Europe and it was first operated by 
horses. The sarajevo tramway system 
has seven lines as of 2010, operating 
along a single path and a branch to the 
main railway station in the area. Ph
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